
PREFACE

The Summer of 1971 marked the 10th year that the School of
Education at the University of Southern California has presented an
annual series of distinguished lectures in Special Education and Rehabili-
tation. The 10th Annual Series represents a continuation of quality
presentations directed at deepening understanding and focusing on signi-
ficant issues in Special Education and Rehabilitation.

Under the sponsorship of the School of Education, the Distinguished
Lecture Series committee has assumed the responsibility for presenting
and publishing lectures which will challenge the student and professional
to increase their attention to areas pertinent to their studies and
professional responsibilities.

Dr. James J. Gallagher deals with the concept of accountability,
program planning and program evaluation utilizing a systems moddl as
a method. In the process, the systems approach is presented in clear terms,
devoid of much of the mystery often attributed to it.

Dr. Edgar L. Lowell addresses himself to a central concern of educa-
tional administrators; the most productive use of funds and personnel.
Concepts from economics are utilized to present a model for educational
planning, which challenge current approaches to educational organization.

Dr. Clayton A. Morgan explores the issue of human potential and
gives attention to the great possibilities in this area for persons working
in rehabilitation.

Dr. Frank M. Hewett presents a provocative and innovative option
to the dilemma of regular versus special classroom placement in the case
of the exceptional child.

Dr. Carolyn Vash develops a unique thesis on the necessity for a con-
ceptual view of man designed to assist in dealing with the problem of
client advocacy in vocational rehabilitation counseling.

The series is concluded with Mr. Andrew Marrin who as Associate
Regional Commissioner of Rehabilitation services and former director of
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Accountability and Special Education

JAMES j. GALLAGHER, Ph.D.

Frank Portcr Graham Child Development Culler
University of North Carolina

I am pleased and honored to be given the opportunity to participate
in this distinguished lecture series that has been conducted here at the
University of Souilwrn California. in searching tor a topic of Importance
for the occasion, I have chosen to discuss the concepts of accountability,
program planning, and program evaluation since 1 believe that the carry
great implications for the future of special education. I wish to propose
one major action step that I believe should be taken by the field of
special education in this arena, a step that can only be understood with
some background In these topics themselves.

There is an appropriate story about a cow who wandered far afield
in her search for some grass. She wandered onto a railroad track at
the precise time that the streamliner was coming through the area. The
cow looked up and seeing the train bearing down on her, had one last
thought before being turned into hamburger. Tl'at last thought was
"Why me?" Of course, the answer is, "NO particular reason, von just
happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time."
The answer is, "No particular roason, you just happened to he in the
onrushing demands for accountability which contain many hard questions
about their own performance, who can understandably say, "Why me?"
The answer is "No particular reason, you ju3t *wed t=f) be in the
field of education at this time in history." The issue of accountability
extends far beyond special education. It is worthwhile, therefore, to coo=
cider where the call for accountability comes from, what it is, and then
to think about what it means for special education. Defining account-
ability is not particularly difficult. Accountability means that you are
willing to demonstrate that you are doing what you claim to do. If we
are in the business of rehabilitating children, can we demonstrate that
they have been rehabilitated?

[1]
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Educatumal accountability is ortert hard to 1- by because it is

difficult to find out what is actually being done, or to separate the effects
of school programs from die rest of the environment of the child, or
because there is no general agreement on what is supposed to he done. To
have full accountability, we would first have to have everyone agreeing
upon \viva the goals are and on being able to demonstrate progress
towards these goals. Such goals are difficult to achieve but that doesn't
mean that we cannot try to move in that general direction.

The present strong call for educational accountability appears to stow.
from a number of sources. host people have focused on the disillusion-
ment of the general public in what the schools are doing. This, in large
measure, relates to the failure of education to dramatically improve the
lot of disadvantaged children through Headstart or Title I, ESEA. But
there is another reason for the demands of accountability and that lies
ire the Basic CCOn0111iC troth that there is Mr CnOngli money available in
our society to take care of all of our perceived needs.

While there is no question that the general public is suspicious of its
public schools and its universities, a good case could be made that the
basic problem is that education budgets are continually going up and
income is not Somewhere along the line it was inevitable that someone
was going to say, ".Hold it, let us see if we are getting our money's worth
from our investment in education." 1,-.lost of us are inclined to applaud
such questionzt, when they are applied to defense spending. It is hard to
see how WC can complain too vigorously about the posing of similar
questions in education.

I remember vividly a discussion I had once with one of the federal
budget people in Washington who said to me, "We all know that you
folks in the handicapped are devoting your lives :to a worthy cause, but
remember you are asking the U.S. Government to spend more than a
hundred million dollars in this area. There are many important and

,
urgent causes in this country that need more resources. Before we give
this money to YOU or anyone else we want to know whether we will
greatly increase some positive output from your program."

A few questions on accountability that we have not asked ourselves
in a long time in special education are worth asking. Do we, in fact,
do what we say we are going to do? For example, if one of the major
objectives of deaf education is to help deaf children communicate more
effectively with non-deaf adults, how well have we done? How many
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deaf children who have gone through an eight or twelve year training, pro-
gram in special classos or institutions can as young adults communicate
effectively with hearing adults? If one of our pro-ram objectives for
emotionally disturbed children is that they can perform in the normal
program or in society omit' effectively, can we denlonstrate that we have
achieved that goal? _flow many disturbed children still turn our to lie
disturbed and disruptive adulis? I don't know and you don't know but
perhaps it is time for us to lint out.

suspect that one of the reasons we- hav('n't done this before is that the
organizat:on of the educational programs into itg levels tends to frag-
ment rather than to synthesize planning. In other words, it is rare to
fin .l a teacher of preschool gifted talking to secondary school personnel
abo ;t objectives that they have in common. It is rare to have the various
educa:t'unal personnel dealing with different age levels of the retarded
child to meet and talk about linked objectives:

Each of us sees the youngster pass through a little part .of his develop-
mental history with us: 1Ve see him leave, and we wish him well, but
ve don't know what happened to him. \\re assume, sometimes for nor
own mentld health, that everything turned out vrlL

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

One Cr , the long ran!?:e eonsequences ot the ciirrent empliams on
accountability is to focus attention on what comes out of the educational
experience, rather than focus on what goes into it. Previously, we have
applied substantial attention limn such inputs as the number of teachers'
needed, the number. of special classes provided: the number of children
seen by the speech corroctionist, etc. What we are being asked to do
now by our economist friends is to start from benefiN to the child and
present what is needed 111 tertnS Of inlpt-OVellielltS made in the

When one starts from the child rather than from the number of
services provided to the child we begin to observe many more alternative
approaches than we had previnudv thought avallabll. For example; if
one output that we consider desirable is that an educably retarded child
become a functional reader by the time he is thirteen years of age, then
we can explore a variety of WM'S that these desirable goals could he
brought about. Certainly we should not proceed on the assumption that
the only ways that this goal could he brought about is in a special cloc5
taught by a reacher with certification in the field of the retarded. As a
matter of fact. I have pointed nut numerous times that it takes only
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very simple calculations to show that it is literally impossible for us in
special education to turn out enough of the specialists we say we need
in order to handle the problems of emotionally disturbed or learning
disabled children within the next three or four centuries.

lint how we ask the questions on how to improve special education
has a good deal to do with the type of answer we get. For example, we
could ask the question as to how to improve the kerosene lamp. If we
as the question in that form, then what we will get back are some good
suggestions for improvement of the kerosene lamp: f we ask the question,
`how do we shed more light into a given-area?' then we have raised our
intellectual sights so that we can consider Edison and the electric light
bulb.

Similarly, if we ask how we can improve the internal combustion
engine or how to improve the automobile, we will get one set of answers
that should improve the automobile, But is that really the question we
should ask? Perhaps we should ask ourselves a more fundamental ques-
tion, "I-low can we move large numbers of citizens around from place
to place with maximum .efficiency and satisfaction?" We may open the
door to a set of much more innovative suggestions by merely changing
the form of the question.

Similarly, in special education, we can ask ourselves how we can
improve our teacher training programs for the teachers of the retarded?
But is that really the right question? f f we go hack to planning that
starts from the benefit to the child, we will ask how can we achieve the
objective of functional reading skills? This will give us a wide variety
of alternatives and perhaps a very &ft-event delivery system of services
to these children, While we theoretically are always open to suggestions
that will improve the lot of the handicapped child, we often don't seem
to act that way.

INHUMANITY OF INSTITUTIONS

In discussing the problems of retarded children from minority groups
with many different special educators over the past few years, I must
admit I come away with the feeling of non-urgency. 'The system may
not be working well, but what can I do about it?' kind of response. It
reminds me a bit of another situation that I like t© recall.

Many years ago, I read a science fiction story that had a great impact
upon me. The story went something like this. In sonic far future society,
a man was unjustly exiled to a far distant planet. In his attempt to obtain
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justice and return to Mother Earth, he found himself treated with great
compassion and humaneness by the government officials that lie Caine in
contact with. On the other hand, he found himself treated inhumanely
and arrogantly by the government itself.

In desperation, he went to the wise elder in the newplanet's society
and asked him if he could explain the paradox of the kind persons and
their cruel institutions. The wise man explained in this fashion, 'The
difference between individuals and institutions is that individuals are
conscious of their own mortality. They know that they will exist in the
universe for a very brief period of time They are very sensitive about
the impression they make on others and would like the memory of their
brief stay here to be positive and pleasant. Such i fact helps them in their
interrelationships with their fellow citizens.

In contrast, organizations and institutions have a great belief in their
own immortality. The notion that they would live and die in the same
way as individuals does not enter in their decision making, and ilIosions
of immortality breed arrogance and a lad.: of concern for other."

I have often thought of the story as I have observed, as you have, that
organizations like governments or school systems or professional organi-
zations have a way of behaving most inhumanely towards individuals.
These institutions behave as though they will last forever and ever.

The notion that special education or the schools themselves will always
go on or exist is one idea we accept without thinking about it. Yet, that
assumption often seems to result in cavalier treatment of minority
groups and outrage at the request for accountability. It would be well
for all of us to treat our institutions as mortal as we arc ourselves, and
seek more vigorously to solve the problems of our institutions while they,
like us, are still here.

THE SYSTEMS APPROACH

:VIany of us wish to change or modify special education but are not
really clear on how to go about it. One possible approach to how to bring
about change is a decision making model referred to as the SYSTEMS
APinmcu. Sometimes it seems that the field of Education is currently
being invaded by people spouting a completely different language with
words like 'feedback,' 'cost effectiveness' system planning, etc. This
sort of jargon can make any educator nervous.

This approach to decision making really is not all that different or
mysterious. The major virtue of the systems approach is. that it tends
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to mike more obvious the kinds of decisions that we all must make in
the process of trying to educate exceptional children. Let us walk our
wav through this systems approach with an example or two and you will
sce that it is a form of careful analysis of what we have been doing all
along.

Shdement of Need, Let us take the general problem of educating
educable retarded children. First, in the systems approach there must
be a statement of need. Let us say that one need of the retarded child
is that lie must learn how to become a functional reader so that he can
use these skills to broaden his scope of employment possibilities and he
a mare efficient worker and live a more satisfying life in our modern
society. Haying established a need, we can go on to the second step in
the approach, the identification of some educational objectives or what
WC propose to do as special educators to meet that need.
Educational oblectives. How do we systematize the development of
educational objectives? Perhaps the major credit for moving education
away from a normative approach to achievement and into attention on
specific objectives can he given to Ralph Tyler. The model that he pre-
sented two decades ago in terms of program development includes four
major :steps.

Select the objectives
2. Select the learning experiences appropriate

to achieve the objectives
3. Organize the learning experiences
4. Evaluate the learning

These simple principles hide some horrendous tasks for those of us
involved in educational program development and evaluation.

One of the major attempts to get a handle on what students at various
age levels in this country really know in various subject areas has been
begun by the National Assessment of Educational Progress project that
WAS begun in the early 1960's. This project is important in scope,
money, prestigious figures, and because it takes a very different approach
to amessing the progress of younT.: children ; it is an approach that those of
us in special education should pay careful attention to.

I had heard of the National Assessment program some years ago but
the tendency of special educators to become isolated from even very
important movements in the regular educational stream is so great that
I lost track of it for a time 1 became reacquainted during governmental
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defend budget
.budget hearings where it was my task to ed the b tor this pro-

gram. Nothing gets von aconainted more quickly with a program than
having to be its advocate and defender before Congress. Basically, the
program is an attempt to discover what American children know in ten
important fields; such as science, mathematics, literature, art, music,
reading, writing, etc. Thos, large numbers of children are being tested
throughout the country at ages 9, 13, 17, and in young adult-110,A to test
the knowledge base in areas seen important. Instead of reporting results
in a sterile grade norm format (after all what do we know when we
know that a child is reading at the 32 grade level) they report Ihc per=
centage of children who can answer questions such as Who in our
government has the power ami authority to declare Nvar?" or "Why day
and night occur?" The accumulation of such answers gives us a portrait
of what American c7,ildren know and what they don't know. A kind of
educational health report.

To accomplish this goal, large groups of scholars, teachers, and
curriculum specialists met to set up objectives for the assessment pro-
gram. These objectives were based on the criteria of (1) what was
considered important by scholars (2) what was accepted as an educa-
tional task for the school and (3) what was considered desirable by
thoughtful lay citizens.

As one specific example in the area of writing skills objectives, one
major objective was to communicate adequately to a social situation.
Specific subohjectives for nine year olds would then be the ability to
write personal letters, thank von notes, or messages that communicate
simple ideas:

What are our objectives for the educablv retarded child? We might
soy that one objective would be that the retarded child at age 13 would
demonstrate the capacity for reading high interest and low difficulty
books for meaning: Such books are available and performance could be
quantified in terms of the lev, of efficiency with which the chihl can
reproduce in he has read.

Gmoraints. Next we should consider what harriers or contraints
stand in the way of our achieving our objectives. Some constraints might
be the availability of learning materials or books of this type. Another
constraint might he that the retarded youngsters show little motivation
to learn after a long history of failure and that fact would have to be
considered as part of the potential barriers to reaching objective.
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Strwegies, In this systems approach we have 110w stated
a need, an objective, some constraints and now we must create a number
of alternative strategies to reach the objective. This is perhaps the most
important part of such program planning, to think about sonic alterna-
tive strategies. We often fail to remember that the way in which we are
owing to meet our objectives today is only one of many alternatives.

Three or four alternatives can he quickly generated to meet the posed
objective,

1. We might use volunteers who could help the youngster with
hs reading while lie remains in the regular classroom.

2. We could establish resource rooms with a special reading
teacher who would work with the retarded youngster for a
part of the day on reading.
We could establish a special class for retarded children with
a trained special education teacher providing all day

instruction.
4. We could train parents and community workers who could

work with the child on weekends or evenings.
The final choice of a strategy could be any combination of the above,

plus many other possibilities:

lialYSiS of Strategies. A choice must be made on what strategy
that we will try to use to meet the objective. How should we meet this
choice? Suffice 10 say that the selection in most cases is most haphazard
and a seat-of-the-pants intuitive judgment. The systems approach attempts
to bring some degree of evidence to bear on the decision.

We can discover the cost of each of the alternatives, in terms of
money and personnel. But the cheapest is rarely the best, in education
as elsewhere, What we really need to know is which strategy can produce
the best output We should have data if it is available as to which method
produces more. If evidence is lacking we are reduced to using opinion.

Feedback io Decision Maker. Finally, in the systems approach there
must be some regular way to get the evaluation or analysis into the hands
of the decision maker. Those who think that such a task is routine haven't
seen many school systems where the communications between the research
department and the decision maker is often erratic, at best.

Each decision that we make, whether it is going to the grocery store
or deciding where to go on vacation requires us to go through the same
steps in decision making; We establish a need, identify specific objectives,
establish some alternative strategies by which the objective will be
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reached, analyze the effectivelleSS of the available _strategies, execute a
strategy and finally measure the effectiveness of the approach. The
systems approach allows for a more careful statement of how we have
done, or it allows us to take steps to become accountable.

Accountability becomes then merely the explicit statement of needs,
educational objectives to meet that need, the design of alternative strate-
gies, the analysis of strategies and choice of the best strategy and evalua-
don of how the chosen strategy has worked. We should be willing to
show others how we go forward in our decision making in special educa-
tion but in doing so we should not fail to make a full statement as to the
value of our programs.
Ifihal is Our True Program 011ipat?

One of the real dangers involved in program accountability is that we
vill severely underestimate the impact or value of our special education

programs. This danger is accentuated when %ye allow outsiders to try and
make sonic estimate of our effectiveness. All too often, there is a simplistic
reaction that only those items that are easily measured are considered for
program evaluation. The economist is interested in cost figures. When
he conies to special education he sees a high cost item, twice as expensive
as regular education. His natural tendency is to ask what are we getting
for this increased cost? If the special educator tries to answer that ques-
tion by giving him the only quantified data he has available, namely
achievement and IQ tests, he is in big trouble (unless he is dealing with
the gif ted )

The economist is well within his rights in wondering whether the
half grade in reading gain over a year is worth that extra cost. The
special educator has done himself a great disservice in not presenting- a
LetUCI' portrait of his services: Some training in the systems approach
would be most helpful. Let us look at the range of possible outputs from
one special education program.

One set of output variables of a special program for the retarded or
disturbed child would have to deal with the effect of their removal for
a part of the day, or full day on those children and that teacher that
remains in the regular classroom, Do the children in the regular class-
room learn more effectively '%vith the exceptional children removed from
the classroom? Does the classroom teacher tend to be more satisfied with
her job and thus tend to be more likely to stay in the profession?

If her urban classroom is a rich mixture of emotionally disturbed,
learning disabled, mentally retarded children with little or no available
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a$sistance, the regular class teacher might well decide to toss in the
towel. The cost of teachers leaving the profession is ime variable that
economists can understand very well.

Let us take the output of the special class program itself. One of the
most often stated goals of special programs is that they enhance, or make
more realistic, the self image of the eNceptional child. Ihe achievement
of such a goal, or even the artial achievement of such a goal must change
the probabilities of such children11 ren becoming involved in later antisocial
activities. The close relationship between self derogation and anti;,ncial
behavior is well known. if we have made 10 per cent change in the
number of antisocial acts that might occur we have been responsible for
a sizable social and economic saving.

There has been a very regrettable tendency to try and measure
teacher effectiveness by looking exclusivery at the output, i.e. student
achievement of her class. We all know there have been any excellent
baseball managers who have managed last place clubs. Any overall judg-
ment must include the talent pool that a 7 :her inherits and the environ,
meat surrounding the school.

Surely, special education output does not stop at even a complete
analysis of student or school output. What is the impact of this special
education program on the family unit itself? We have all had reports
that there have been major improvements in family relationships coinci-
dent with the initiation of the special program. One does not even have
to imply major benefits to the child for this positive change to take place.
The mere entrance of a professional into the crisis situation who is going
to shoulder some of the burdens and responsibilities that have been borne
by the parent of the handicapped child often results in major changes in
the relationships between parents and their children.

Such positive changes surely redurx the probability of divorce or
family dissention all of which are clearly. nonproductive. Socially and
economically these gains are legitimate outputs of the special education
program. If they cannot be directly calculated, they should be estimated.

Finally, another output most often ignored is the total impact of pro-
grams f handicappedI;a..capped on the members of the society itself. Presi
dent Kennedy once said that the true measure of the civilized society is
how it treats the least of its citizens.

We have precious little, in our society today, that we can be proud of in
terms of the goals and ethics that we have learned from childhood. We
111115t be generous with other people, we must help those who are less for-
tunate than ourselves, we should love our neighbor. You recall those
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values: We can also observe conflicting drives to acquire material goods.
These two sets of values don't fit together too well, and when one of them
becomes markedly dominant, we have a strong feeling that we have some-
how betrayed ourselves as individuals and as a society. Such a feeling
Can lead to depression and the malaise we now seem to be living through
in today s America.

All of this is to point out another, often ignored, output of haying
good programs for handicapped children: We fulfill one of our major
values of a society that we say We believe in, when we help those who
are less fortunate than ourselves. That is worth something, ladies and
gentlemen. It is worth something in tcrms.of economics, and it is worth
something in terms of feelings of societal self-worth.

Imagine the emotional reaction that you Ivould have in saying two
rather different types of statements. First, America leads all other nations
in the output of automobiles. Second, that America leads all other na-
tions in their concern for the handicapped as reflected by prenatal and
infant care, special education and continuing health and rehabilitation
services. Which of those NVOtild give you the wannest glow internally?
I think that you can easily understand that another output of programs
for the handicapped :thaws up in the very mental health of the society
itself,

'hus, when we are pushed for outputs of our program, ve should
not be dissuaded by economists who want a simple figure to put in their
analysis. Our programs have impact on the exceptional child, on his
Peers, an his family, and on the very society he lives in. Let us not forget
these outputs when we are asked to prove the value of our work.

A PROPOSAL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

In view of the following, I would like to use this opportunity to _sug-
gest a major step that I believe should be taken now by the special edu-
cation community. I believe it is now time, and we now have the pro-
fessional expertise and the talent, to state what we believe our educational
objectives should he for all kinds of exceptional children.

Such an effort to produce special educational objectives vould have
to be a national one and one that would, the participation of
many persons not identified with special education. I hasten to %yarn
you that I am not proposing the devising of some etheral goals such as
'developing the whole child but a commitment to measurable nbjectives
by which we will be able to evaluate our progress or lack of progress.
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It means changing objectives or changing strategies when they can't meet
the objectives, but at least we will help design them and they won't be
forced on us by outside evaluators.

Let me spell out briefly some implications of this suggestion. We would

likely start by trying to reach some agreement with each other on educa-
tional objectives at the adult level. Each lower developmental level would
then have objectives that would allow the child to reach the next level.
In a way our objectives are, or should be, a stairway with each step lead-
ing to the next higher step. We have never really gotten together to see
if we really have a staircase or Just a bunch of unconnected benches.

Such objectives would have to be stated in terms of various develop-
mental streams; an ,academic-occupational stream, a social stream, a self

image stream, etc. Our program strategies then can be tied to these

objectives.

In the end we hope to have several developmental streams of objectives
and subobjectives. If functional reading skills such as reading the news-
paper or job applications is one of the adult objectives then there are a
series of lesser Objectives at the secondary level and right back to the

preschool level that should be stated so that we can have, each of us, a
sense of the developmental low by which the child becomes an adult.
It goes without saying that such objectives to be worth anything must be
measurable and we should he willing to be held accountable to them.

Who would do this massive planning task? Certainly this would
involve many groups of people with diverse backgrounds and skills. In
emulating the National Assessment program we would want a mixture
of specialists, lay citizens, parents and other educators as part of the
educational objectives team. We would need a major coordinating body
or steering groups and sufficient support to conduct a multitude of
meetings at the local, state and federal level. If this is to succeed, we
must involve as many persons as possible and not have such objectives

written by a small blue ribbon group, no matter how qualified .
am under no illusions that some kind of happy consensus awaits us

in this search for educational objectives. There would be strong disagree-
ments with regard to objectives and certainly on the best strategies to
meet objectives, The task is such that it would, at least, make clear the
nature of that disagreement and perhaps even provide the basis for seek-

ing evidence, rather than rhetoric, that might help us resolve major issues

among us.
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Another key question is who would provide finances for such a ven-
thre? Obviously a task of this magnitude calls for foundation or govern,
iu 't support. It will take a great amount of effort and much time. But
we hate come to that place in history where we in special education
can nei0xr 'hide as an inconsequential group unworthy of note because

we are cuoinly not that today ; nor can we avoid the hard questions
bearing in on under the guise of accountability:

What I propose is that instead of reacting to the initiatives of others
and thus run the risk of having others define our problems for us, we
can show our own desire to :tate who we are and what we stand for

What better time when the U.S. Commissioner of Education, Sidney
Harland has proclaimed the handicapped as one of his five major priori-
ties for the Office of Education. We have a great degree of public accept-
ance.

We also have great ferment in our own ranks about our categories,
about special classes vs: resource teachers, about our teacher trainer pro-
grams; and many questions from parents about our purposes.

I sincerely believe that we will either define for ourselves our objec-
tives and display our intentions to be accountable in our own terms and
framework, or we in special education; will run the risk of that cow
who looks up bovinely to see the juggernaut on top of her so that she
has only time to whisper, "Why me?" . .
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I was very pleased to he invited to participate in the UniverSity of
Southern California, School of EducatiOn, Distinguished Lecture Series
because it presents an opportunity to go beyond my daily concerns with
the education of preschool aged deaf children and their parents and take
a broader look at the education of the handicapped. It gives me a chance
to share with you some thoughts about certain areas of Special Education
that are of particular interest and concern to me,

My current concern, as it must be with all educational administrators,
is economic. I am convinced we will never have enough money to do all
of the things we would like, so I have turned my interest to how we can
spend the money we have more efficiently: Even a cursory review of our
problems suggests that a major source of economic inefficiency in Special
Education has been lack of forward planning. We do not seem to he able
to anticipate tomorrow's needs. We have intended to he reactors rather
than initiators, We have tended to wait until some unmet need has
grown to crisis proportion and then .we react in haste, rather than antic-
ipating the need and initiating action to Meet it in an orderly manner
It may be that most of us are so busy with the day-to-day problems of
delivering service that we have little opportunity to anticipate the future,
let alone to prepare for what the future may bring.

A case in point is the Rubella epidemic of 1964-65. Soon after the
epidemic, when the diagnoses of prenatal damage began to be confirmed,
it was obvious that Special Education would have to make -rious adjust-
ments to accomodate the increased number of deaf, blind and multiply
handicapped children resulting from that epidemic. Forward 'planning
would have indicated there were not enough teachers prepared to handle
the increased numbers of handicapped children, and would have justified
the initiation of additional teacher preparation programs to meet those
needs. Instead, we tended to wait until. the children were of school age

(141
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and then with great haste, and nor a little confusion, set up emergency
educational programs, only to find out that we had no teachers to staff
them. The resulting educational programs, as one might anticipate, were
often less than satisfactory. There were, fortunately, some exceptions to
the overgeneralized example I have given, but in the main it is true that
we did not benefit from the kind of forward thinking that would have
been Possible on the basis of clear-cut evidence available to us several
years in advance.

Today there are other facts available from a variety of sources which
allow us to make further predictions about the future of Special Educa-
tion. To illustrate, 1 would like to take one of the less obvious examples
from the field of economics and explore snmes of the possible implications
for our work,

Lately we have been reading and hearing a great deal about the "new
economics." Actually, they are not new any more. The concept of "new
economics" referred in general to the notion that fiscal policy could be
used to influence the economy. 'chis is now a rather well accepted doc-
trine, although the exact execution is under active debate. One thing the
debate has illustrated is that the economists who attempt to manipulate
or control the state of our economy must deal with a great many varia-
bles, that these variables interact in a complex fashion. I have selected
the Gross National Product as one of the more important Of these varia-
bles, and propose to conduct a speculative exercise on the possible effects
of its changing nature on Special Education.

The Gross National Product (GNP), which is an index of our over-
all productivity, can be divided into three components: Production of
Goods, that is, manufacturing, mining; farming, and construction; TUC
which is Transportation, Utilities, and Communication; and Services,
which include government, trade, finance, and personal services.

Iv point of departure comes from an article 1w Gilbert Burck (1)
in which he examines the productivity and manpower allocations to these
three components of the GNP during the past 20 years and projects what
they may reasonably be in the future.

During the past 20 years the output of Goods has more than doubled
but the productivity of the Goods industries increased so much that the
number of people required to produce the goods rose by only approxi-
match' one million from 28 to 29 million. During this same period the
output of the Transportation, Utilities, and Communications segment
also more than doubled but the number of people employed in those areas
increased by only a few hundred thousand to VA million. During this
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same 20 years the number of people providing Services increased from
28 million to nearly 48 million, or an increase of roughly 70%. Thus,
services contributed nearly all of the increase in total employment since
1950.

The employment figures are even more striking if we examine Burck's
projections for 1980. By that time it is expected that our total GNP will
have increased by at least two-thirds and employment will have increased
by nearly 25%. The estimates suggest that the number of people employ-
ed in the production of Goods will increase 6% above the present level.
Employment in the TUC segment will increase by only a few hundred
thousand. The number of people engaged in Service activities will ac-
count for the major increase in total employment. It is predicted they
will increase to 65 million or nearly two thirds of all the jobs. To give
you some comparison figures, 65 million is nearly equivalent to the total
employment in 1958.

Rather than having to -worry about meaningful use of leisure time,
our problem is going to be to find enough labor to fill the jobs, The
Service sector is expanding rapidly enough to absorb all the time that is
saved by more efficient goods production and all the Yearly additions to
the labor force.

Burck points out:
"Nothing is easier to take for granted in the U.S. than long-term
economic growth, and a good many people accordingly take it for
granted. The prophets: of Automatic Abundance assure us that the
economy of the 1970's will grow as effortlessly as crabgrass in a
lawn, that technology has solved the classic problem of scarce
resources,

.. many A.A.'s believe that the day is near when people will no
longer be condemned to long hours on life's treadmills, and that
ambitious labor leaders who are warbling about the four -day and
even three-day iyeek are only anticipating the inevitable.
"The J.S. is and will remain a 'scarcity' economyone that allo-
cates its limited resources efficiently through the natural feedback
system embodied in the profit motive and the market.
"No that improving the quality of life has become national policy,
productivity growth is all the more 'wassail.. Controlling pollotion,
reviing mass transit, rebuilding cities, reducing crime, and provid-
ing ample medical care and education will put stupendous additional
demands on the nation's resources. Only if cur productivity, or out-
put per man-hour, keeps rising at least as fast as it has been, can we
do all that we want to do without sacrificing something desirable
and important.
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"The catch is th at hrge and rapid shifts in employnlent ptitterns
may soon begin to depress the rate of productivity growth. Prices of
services will rise inexorably, producing new inflationaiN Stresso.
Contrary' to all the predictions that automation will throw millions
out of work, the scarcest of all resources will be manpower." (1)
My title suggested that 1 would attempt to relate my remarks to all

handicapping conditions. A little reflection suggested that I would be
well advised to confine my remarks to the deaf where I have had some
experience and leave it to those who are interested in other disabilities to
explore the implications for their own situation.

Although our work at John Tracy Clinic is limited to preschool aged
children and their parents, we cannot help but be aware of the employ-
ment status of deaf adults. We have heard over and over that the deaf
are underemployed.

. I have had the privilege Of serving on the Secretary of Health, Educa=
tion, and Welfare National Advisory Committee on the Education of the
Deaf. We were charged with surveying the status of deaf people In
America and reporting our finding to the Secretary. We were able to
confirm that 5/6th of deaf adults work manual jobs a compared with
1/2 of the hearing population. I suppose. the implication of that finding
was that things would be better if fewer deaf people worked in manual
occupations.

I must admit that my own thinking was somewhat cloudy on this issue.
I had heard of the speed with which technology, and particularly auto-
mation, was eliminating the need for both manual and skilled labor. I
knew that computer controlled typesetting equipment and new photo-
graphic processes were reducing the need for linotype machines and elim-
inating many of the jobs held by deaf people.

1 had assumed that this was largely because we had failed to give deaf
students enough technical training. If there was to be job obsolescence
because of technologic change, the solution appeared to be to insist on
more high level technological training for the deaf. The issue. is simply
whether we would train workers who might be replaced by automation
or train the technological personnel who would operate the machines that
replaced the workers.

If the predictions about the changing complexion of the labor market
are correct, it looks as though we would have some serious rethinking to
do. If the majority of the job opportunities are going to be in the Service
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sector, our present system of Special Education should be geared to Pro-
vide the training that yould he required. What should he the (pialiiica-
tions of the people wlm vill provide this training? Is it phssible we will
have tu dust af and reexamine the concept of the dignity of service?

The shift in the labor picture has some further implications for' educa-
tion. If I ah4ir is sCarcci wages tend to go Hp, in the production of Goods
and the TUC Segment ri wages go up, prices go up. On the other hand,
management is generally motivated to keep prices low so that their pro-
ducts will be competitive: The solution is to substitute capital for lab01%
:1Ianagement buys a machine that will either reduce the labor required
or increase the productivity of existing labor:. It is this ability to increase
productivity despite increase in labor and materials costs that has enabled
our economy to grow without runaway inflation,

Unfortunately, this is not usually possible in the Service Sector where
the very essence of the service is a one-to-one personal contact.
The picture is further complicated by the fact that the Service. Sector
tends to be less efficient: It is admittedly difficult to measure the produc-
itve efficiency of the Service Sector: As liurck points out, this is usually
done from income figures so the ''' andSOnle dog of a psychoanalyst ...
may eontribure ten times as much to the ( 'IroLis National Product as a
hard-working psychologist in a clinic:" (1)

One factor' that may contribute to the lessened efficiency of the Service
Sector is that in many situations there is little competition. It you don't
like your local fire department, von generally have fewer alternatives to
choose from than if von don't like your Chevrolet.

Nearly a third of the Service employment is in government and private
yonprofit organizations where it is often possible to increase the output
but not necessarily improve the efficiency.

To relate this thinking more specifically to education, in 1947 there
were one and a half million educators employed by State and local gov-
ernmentstoday there are about five million. This growth has been 10
times as fast as the increase in the total population and three times as
fast as the number of pupils: You might reasonably expect that with few-
er pupils per teacher we would see the quality of education improve. It
undoubtedly has, but there is little evidence for a three-fold increase since
1947:

If all of these factors make it difficult to increase productivity in edu-
cation, we can reasonably anticipate a continuing economic squeeze in
education. If the predictions of a scarcity of labor are correct, we must
also predict that scarce labor will be more expensive.
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Those concerned with fiscal planning for education realize that we
are not drawing horn a bottomless well. Anyone, with even a mild streak
of pessimism, might predict that education may be in for very difficult
economic period. We are beginning to see some evidence to support this
point of view in our University and State College System as the present
time.

Hy and large, in the Service sector, it is not possible to substitute capi-
tal for labor. There are not many machines that can reduce the amount
cif labor required in education or increase the productivity of those
already employed. The possible exception, and a very exciting one, is in
the field of educational technology. The consequences of the trends out-
lined here may force a more rapid acceptance of educational technology
than even the most enthusiastic technologists would have thought possible.
If we cannot find or afford enough teachers, we may have to find out
how much the machine, in one form or another, can assist the teacher
and improve her efficiency.

Remember that efficiency, in the economic sense, would probably have
to mean more pupils per teacher. We may have to rethink a number of
concepts that we now hold sacred about how education should he organ-
zed. Tomorrow's nchools, whether we feel comfortable about it or not,

may he much more mechanized. There may be more machine-student in-
teraction, and video-taped lectures may be the rule rather than the excep-
tion. The teacher may change from her present role to a combination

gunstician, programmer, trouble shooter and coordinator, and she may
end up doing a better job.

This completes the introduction to tiny speculative excercise. The real
work and the value, if any. will only come when you attempt to extend
this line of reasoning to your own particular situation. Can you devise
a course of action that would put you in a leadership position in 19O
if all of these predictions come true, or would you prefer to wait until
the labor shortage crisis is upon you before you decide what to do? Can
you hedge your plan so that it will not disrupt your present program and
so that you can disengage if the predictions prove false? Can you he con-
cerned about a possible future labor shortage %vile', everyone else is con-
cerned about unemployment? Can you think of sonic other influences
you would want to consider in working out your own plansuch as the
growth of performance contracting or the decline in the birth rate? The
challenge is there if you would care to try.
(1) Murk, Gilbert, '`There'll Re Less Leisure Than You Think," Fortune, March1970 pp. 87.
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Never before)e.ore history has such a cludlenge been presented to the
rehabilitation prolessions: In addition to the categories of disabled per-
sons we have assisted in the past, we have now been Charged to help

many others who heretofore were considered "hopeless,"
Society is insisting, that we develop a kind of wide-angle vision. We

are expected to be able to envision many alternatives; many possible
courses of action, many ways ol defining the complex problems of
attempting to help these people find meaning and purpose in living, We

have die responsibility for providing the kind of climate and resource
which will enable them to develop the self-underganding, and skills
essential for responsible citizenship.

How big or how restricted we see Mt \VW condition our decisions.
If Helen Keller as a young untamed and untrained girl had been

referred to you or to me, would we have passed by the opportunity?
What possibilities would we have seen in her? Either by using or not
using the common criteria of past peri...rnance, could we have caught
even a fleeting glimpse of what this person could and did become?

Are we seduced by the same stereotypes that have tricked so manv
others over the years? To what extent can we become excited about
helping reveal the richness of residual function and until-now-bidden
potential of the person who has a disabling condition?

We who work in rehabilitation have an awesome responsibility.
Repeatedly we are placed in a position of making a judgment based on
our concept of what man is and vhat he may become. In what dimensions

do we view man? Do we sec and project strictly on what is visible, the
small fraction of the "iceberg" it Inch is above water?

*Background material for this lecture was developed concurrent with research
in the sarne abject area for an article being prepared for Blindness 1971

[20]
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Inch socief:: proved" a long tune ago tha:- many persons tvlio aye
handicapped had lost sii muchw vie so restricted in their opportunity
for growth and developmentthat they could best lie identified by refer
ring to their handicapping condition. Witness the still-common vay of
labeling one who ni:,y be healthy, intelligent, and functioning quite
adequately, but who has no flow is he described? I 1 e is as blind
man. Should lie have monocular vision, he is commonly known as a "one-
eyed" man:

Those of 115 experienced in rehahllitation have learned the hard way
that this way of identifying a peri;on with a handicap introduces much
more than an abbreviated way of speaking or writing. Too often the
public has such a limited concept of human potential that the mention
of a handicap immediately focuses attention on the lost function, no what
the person cannot (10.

Oyer the ages them Myths have become so solidly entrenched that even
the "success stories" are often read and iliscnsed in awe. They are con-
sidered to be such dramatic exceptions ln the roleas if all natural laws
had been broken ?

In short, the helping person can find plenty of support if he decides
to argue that ml given Client is not "feasible," often based simply on the
evidence that he has lost too muelh it requires a wealth of faith, intui-
tion and professional navi:!ational skill to chart 'our course through the
reefs formed by the dead and dying bodies of yesterday's (and today's)
falsehoods, fables and folklore.

James F. Lincoln has stated: "He (man) is a hopeless clod in much
thinking now, not because he was made so by the Creator, but because
custom encourages him to he no more than that. Had leadership, had
morals and crass Rapidity have made man a shadow only of what he
can he, what God intended him to be, and what lie eventually will be..."

"The greatest waste that can he imagined, far greater than any mate-
rial waste, is the waste of man. . ."

How can we hope to appreciate the extent of this waste? For one
thing we must eNplode our understanding that what a handicapped
person has left often dwarfs what he may have lost. Our primary task,
stands starkly revealed: with nor broadened understanding, we must
help reveal man more fully to himself and assist liiiii in acting on the
discovery to whatever degree he desires.

"Latent abilities arc like clayit can he mud on the shoes, brick in
building, or a statue that will inspire all who sec it The clay is the
same".
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1111111 Iirrlctrc laic hmuk tfl mi jar burnairms 000
reft,renyes can he found in tin' 1tl(' : InultT "A I:0C rven hFiei scao-

ning of the topics shoel:s one into a fresh realivation of the hroad range
(if man's interests, c:i.pabilities and \vays of expiwsing these capabilities.
We find such words as beast, a floixer, adores, blush. Christian, Darwin-
ian. frail r, happy, honest, is a rope stretched, tti small pntatneti, of toil
and care, :strong, who cannot laugh, vills us slaves, etc., etc.

The latent abil itv nf the "day" defies the imagination. In physical
stamina alone, we finti many sral cling examples of individual and group
accomplishment, :l Ian can adapt to I lyIng conditions ranging from
extremes of Arctic cold to desert heat. Early explorers found the natives
of Patagonia at the southern tip of South America surviving with practi-
cally no clothes in a barren and hostile land, The aborigines of Australia
live with a near minimum of implements other than their bare hands and
a home ran.

Recently we have instances of men well past retirement agevho have
crossed the oceanssome of them alone.

A study of the past reveals the diversity of man's capabilities. rally

people driven by religious convictions have undergone unbelievable hard=
ships to further a belief or creed the martyrs, Jerome, HUSS, Fox. Others
have also demonstrated the resiliency of the human spirit in support of
a dream or a cause Columbus, Galileo, Goodyear, the Curies.

A Gandhi strides across the horizon of history revealing that a man
with an unshakeable purposeeven though he may own liirlc more than
a loin cloth and a dollar w.alican shake an empire to its roots.

But the sword of aroused potential is two-edged. While a cricified
Christ can exemplify a quality of love w. forgives even those who
nail him to a cross, a Hitler twists and per ts potential to the evil cod
that men become hideous caricatures of themselves.

Potential is not reserved for a particular class or caste.. It is expressed
by the proud. the rich, the poor: Many outstanding people have had
humble backgrounds: Isaac Newton, William Shakespeae. Loyola,
Gatititi, (lora, Lincoln.

In our own field of working with the handicapped we have time and
again seen what can be accomplished when a man or woman glimpses
who he is, what he can become, and sets about using resources to realize
his dream. Already we have referred to Helen Keller. Hers is a well-
known story of in9iratinn and courage, The world pays tribute to her
magnificent example of achievement.
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:\ lore ;old mole, too: the world is gradually 1)c:coining more ware n
die accomplishment of many of -die quiet people---those who never
make the headlines but nevertheless overcome severe ilandiCilliS to achieVe
on a par %kith or .1.11 beyond those whom we have not classified as limited.
lii recent years we have dared to believe that many of the people who
were once thought heyond the point of no return have the potential to
be rehabilitated and again join the mainstrctun of socie.ty, We relcrred to
these earlier: those who arc alcoholics, drug addicts, chronic public
offenders. Increasingly it is apparent that society has had a locked in or
frozen image of such persons which has served AA a sort of self,fulfilling

theey. No one as yet is claiming to have a 1,000 batting average in
helpirz salvage such populations, At the same time, the increasing fre-
quei y of success is forcing the painful akvareness that the reason why
so ninny have' stumbledor been pushed intoor "neglected into"
oblivion is not because they had lost the capacity to lead meaningful I Res.
Rather, Out belief of what can he has been overly contaminated by what
has been.

Too frequently kve have confused the myth of the all-knowing case
history with the miracle of When which can defy the most expert progno-
SiR. NII7t it exciting to know there are hidden strengths in every person
which cannot be predicted in terms of the past? Could it be th t the
professional ethic of tomorrow will compel the dedicated helping person
to take into much greater account the importance of the "s" or unknown
factors of human potential ?

What arc the myriad forces in man which make it possible for him
to dream, to imagine, to di ink, to do? -1 *his question has been with us
throughout recorded history: Certainly any ift''i!'-11r we niih r share on
this glieStiOn here \yin be brief and quite incomplete. One Of our central
objectives will have been achieved if we can come to a fresh realization
of how vast and sprawling arc the unanswered question in even one area
the human brain.

AInch research is being devoted to unlocking the mysteries of the
brain: Here is a frontier which rivals or surpasses space eNploration: The
study of our "inner universe" is being approached (Hi a diversity of fronts.
Jr all makes for fascinating rending.

A resume of much of this research is presented in a recent article 1w
Lee Edison in Think. (7) Mr. Edison points out that these pioneering
efforts have given birth to a new interdisciplinary science which has as
its objective "cracking the brain code."
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On r ptIrp()Fe is not to give all the details of such research. Rather, it
reflect some of the present knowledge which helps us better to under-

stand the ncar=unbelievahle uTsources of what Dr, Whitt Schultz calls
the gold tu;nc between your ears."

In the lOJI-ils:of Ali. Edison, "The human brain of course has always
st;!!1:gcrctl the iniagination of un:In. A small 3,V pound mass of convoluted
pinkish-gray jelly y.-Ilich you can hold in the palm of your hand, it con=
tains a f;tructure of ln billion cells, each of which may have 60,000
:unction points, which interplay ha.; eluded the best minds. 11 ow does
this relatively small bisected organ in the head, which consumes rice more
power than a flashlight, adapt to changes and instantaneously guide the
body to safety and survival ? How does the brain think? How does it
remember and create, and %elm' is it both rational and irrational?"

Sonic of the studies reported by Edison must be read and re-read for
one to mentally sac or their implicatinns, For example neurologist Frank
Nforrell far New York 7.f: reined College) has .uucceeded in detecting
alterations in the properties of a ',angle cell (one cell out of
10,000,000,n00) resulting from or at ',east related to exposure to specific
experience. In work being clone at Cal Tech, Roger W. Sperry was the
first to prove hr delicate experiment the specificity of nerve cnnnectinns
in function and growth. . . . Sperry further showed that the individual
brain cells (each of the 1Q,000,000,000) must be ragged with a chemical
label. 'An elaborate chemical guidance system operates in brain develop-
nwnt, Sperry points out. 'The brain,' says XI ITS'S Dr. Walter Rosen-
hlith, 'is more than . . . a logic Hi:Whine: It's a cybernetic device with
multiple options for processing inputs'. Rosenblith adds that to fully
appreciate the brain, one must use techniques that deal with changes in
the brain activity not in a thousandth of a :;econd. but in a millionth and
even a megamillionth of a second,

In his small volume Alan's Unconquerable Mind, Gilbert Highet (15)
paints a brilliant word pi:ture of how life and consciousness is continuous,
pulsating. dynamic : "Day and night, from childhood to old age, sick or
vell, asleep or awake, men and women think. The brain works like the
heart, ceaselessly pulsing. In its three pounds' weight of tissue are
rvorded and stored billions upon billions of memories, habits, instincts,
abilities, desires and hopes and fears, patterns and tinctures and sounds
and inconceivably delicate calculations and brutishly -crude urgencies, the
sound of a whisper heard thirty years ago, the resolution impressed by
daily practice for fifteen thousand days, the hatred cherished since child-
hood, the delight never experienced but incessantly imagined, the ennipiey
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structure of stresses in a bridge, the met pressure of a single finger on
a single string, the developmerit of ten thousand different games of chess,
the precise curve of a lip, a hill, an equation, or a flying hall, tones and
shades, and gloms and raptures, the faces of countless strangers, the
scent of one garden, prayers; inventions; crimes, poems, Jokes, tunes,
sums, problems unsolved, victories long past, the fear of Hell and OW
love of God, the vision of a blade of grass and the vision of the sky filled
with stars.

. the \vise and energetic man contrives to use his mind even while
his body slcups, the stupid and helpless man dreams half his life away,
even when his eyes are open.

Every human brain is filled with unused power. Out of all the billions
of men and women who have lived, only a few hundred thousand have
been able to employ so much of that power as to change the world. The
rest have been dutiful or lazy, good or bad, sensuous or self-denying,
thrifty or wasteful, cowardly or brave. These few hundred thousand,
prehaps only ;L SOMe of thousands in all, arc the minds that have made
our world. Scientists., strategists, industrialist, aesthetes, explorers,
inventors, organizers, authors, musicians, philosophers, doctors and
teachers. lawyers and statesmen, several thousand in each class, these
are the minds who have given the rest of mankind incalculable benefits,
or done it immensuraYe damage. 'Fhey are responsible for much of
human history."

In his comprehensive book; The Nature of Human loellivnce., Guil-
ford (12) presents a structure-of-the-intellect model which identifies 120
factors which are included in what we refer to as intelligence. Only a
limited number of these factors are measured by the tests which result
in an I.Q. score. We are becoming more aware of additional dimensions
of ability which have been overlooked in much of the "objective" mea-
sures which evidently have been creditedif not explicitly then certainly
implicitlyfor covering a much broader universe of factors than they
actually did. MacKinnon and his associates at the Institute of Personality
Assessment and Research at the University of California in Berkeley
have raised serious questions about some of the admissions practices of
colleges and universities, Gough (9) in his research has reported there
are low correlations in studies he has made between scores on tests used
for admission to certain fields and subsequent professional success or
achievement.
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This is not to be interpretated H mean that measures used in the past
are of no consequence or have no relevance fur :4uccOS. Rather, it

emphasizes that psychometrically speaking we have been sometimes
tripped by ;L restricted or to rncated concept of the "one true path to
grace in attempting to assess potential.

1 it (ioi's vords: "Our challenge, as students of behavior and
achievement, is to vaitie diversity, to cherish the differences among people,
and the individuality, and a greater resistance against the pressures of
modality and conventionality."

In a current paper Parnet7 (27) refers to the research which has been
concerned with the importance of nonacademic achievement, and its lack
of correlation with typical academic achievement. Non-academic achieve-
ment was considered in such diverse areas as science, business, drama, art,
writing, athletics and social service. Examples of nonacademic activities
include special recognition for leadership, inventing a patentable device,
winning a speech contest, and composing music which has been given at
least one public performance.

Emphasis here is not on pitting the acadernicas conventionally
definedversus the nonacademic. Rather it is to bring in to focus the
richness and diversity of human potential. In 1929 Felix Shelling ex-
pressed this concept when he wrote:

.1rue education makes for inequality;
the inequality of individuality,
the inequality of success;
the glorious inequality of talent, of genius;
for inequality, not mediocrity,
individual superiority, not standardization is
the measure of the progress of the world.

A Professional worker in the field of rehabilitation, Stanford C.
Ramsey, has painted in verse a picture of diversity and likeness in two
girls. One of these girls is intellectually bright; the other one is mentally
retarded. Yet there are facets of both which interface where they can
commune and meet as equals

With probing mind alert she reads the book,
Abstruse and deep that broadens reason's sway,
And gives to things obscure the second look
That magically converts the night to day.
With.dim and shadowed mind she sees the page
And is confused, for knowledge only yields
To those whose minds are brightthe heritage
Which conquers with the sword that logic wields.
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With eager heart alert she sues a rose,
Fragrant and beautiful beyond compare
Nepalil all explanation, vet she knows
The ti-lotv of the summer's iiiring there:
With eager heart alert she sees a rose;
Fragrant and beautiful beyond compare.
Enrol)! she ti Pes noi feel the breeze that blows
The breath of scented petals in her hair.
No longer strangersthey are sisters then.
Bright heaury sheds her smile on both of them,
There's kinship in a garden. Nature's pen
Writes brilliantly in light however dim.

Such a soisifive understanding of man would seem to he the exception
not the rulein our world. There are Many -forces at work which
makes the challenge of releasing man to an appreciation of his potential
and acting on the discovery a difficult orie Some of thee forCeS have
been referred to as the "pestilence of olio' ral diseases."

jntiranh (10 speaking as a rranscendentolist, states that "there is
ample reason to suspect that mau . as we encounter him is fundamentally
estranged, alienated from his own experience and possibilities. He has
renounced his experience of freedom and his freedom to experience. In
order to con form to the social systems in which he exists and to a selc-
roAed concept : to himself. man feels ilblifiVd to enritTal much of his
experience from others. 11 he conceals too effectively, he becomes alienated
froin his experience. Phenornenologists arc discovering that typical human
expel iencc is fragmented, serialized, obiectiiied separated from action
In short, reduced from its earlier promise of richness and Ivholeness.
Indeed , we denigrate as in fan tile; mentally ill or primitive those persons
%OM report experience in Which fantasy, memor% feeling, perceptionL
conceptualizing and action are all inte!trated into a rich syncretic unity.
We reward the man whose experience of himself and the world is

fragmented or intellectualized rid schematized, like a blueprint or map._
I he studied by esvc'lemgist!': 7,:lule 'transcendentalists. those who have
'peek rti.pUricrIM' or a deviant ev,wrience of the world are not studied
or entiCCal their offbeat experience. Thus, the pnssihilitv arises that our
psychology is a litithtul report of linnion being; who have complied with
social pressures and have reduced their c7Tericocc of themselves and
tl:eir world in order to it safe' and conform. Actually. the
study of transcendent functinniwr is a misnomer. 1.Jan iineAnt trarwenil
hi,.; real being: he transeeilds only sonteone'S concept of his being his
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oyn Concept or that of an investigator or a witness to his conduct. Alan
cannot go beyond his ultimate limits. He only reveals powers beyond
someone's concept of his limits. If modal man's actualizing of possibilities

is a feeble ldot of what lw might he, do or become, and if man alight
become what he (or $01111:011C) is capable of imagining lie might become,
then wild imagination about human possibilities must be encouraged,
both in individuals and in those who function as consulting specialists.
Surely it is a sad commentary on the profession of psychology that writers

of science fiction, certain leaders, poets, mvstics, inspired teachers of the
young all have been more productive of concepts of human pOssibility
than psychologists."

13irdwhistell (3) sees the increasing reliance on the use of the written
word and a computer technology as endangering, the LISe of understanding
and experience which cannot he reduced to words. It is essential that
words are not considered more important than the experiences for which
they stand. We are reminded of the man who had a date with a young
lady who, according to the computer, would be an ideal companion. It
turned our that she qualified on the literal description of her education,
background, age and dimensions. The problem? He didn't like her!

We grow and learn by using a multi-channel system. Regardless of
the value of our most sophisticated storage and retrieval systems, man
defies being reduced to a set of symbols.

In the rehabilitation field, we are repeatedly reminded of "the cultural
Pestilence" as these hinder the exploration and use of our human rc-
sources. To illustrate, those who work with the aged must battle the
stereotype that the personality of the aged person is essentially unchange-

able. Pearson (28) and others have demonstrated that this is not the
case. Hut the larger society stubbornly clings to outmoded beliefs: We
often behave as though we have a vested interest in Our mistakes even
dim human worth and dignity is at stake. "The circular reasoning

which deprives him (the older person) of the opportunity to change is
often used as a Allibholerh to damn him. for not being capable of chang-
ing,"

Part of the "evidence" used to justify this "logic" is that many of our
past studies have been based on hospitaliv.ed or instutionalized popula-
tions. -Why could not someone make a study of the nearly 15,000 people
in this country who arc past 100 years old? At least it could be a start in
the direction of thinking in terms Of strength and resiliency instead of
pathology.
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OM ( 24) if recognized as ime of the outstanding authorities in the
study of human potential, He believes that our social institutions have
fallen short in their primary responsibilities. "Institutions have one func-
tion only ; they exist as a framework for the release of human potential,"
Otto 'eels that too roam, of our schools are authority centered, with
primary emphasis on content learning; the church, the family, and
government have likewise been negligent in helping man become more
fully revealed to himself and provide the climate where he is rewarded
for well-rounded growth and development. Superficial relationships with
other people, ingrained habit patterns fear of being more openit is not
easy to determine the reason(s) for such hindrances to the development
of potential but we do know that the social milieu is ot great importance.

Important, too, as a hindrance is the tendency of a person to make
decisions and then doggedly to follow through irrespective of the rele-
vance of new knowledge or changed circumstances. It is possible to have
earnest convictions and pursue objectives while at the same time being
responsive to other alternatives and ideas.

To help dramatize the point we are making, let us think aloud for
a moment in the first person singular and role--play the part of a client.
Let us assume that the client is reflecting on the need to be considered
in terms much larger than the "objective" facts which have been (level,
oped about him.

The client: "Let me suggest sonic things which will make the pro-
fessional think twice before looking for simple answers to complex
problems. May I start by stating that I want to work with someone who
considers me bigger than a psychological report, ,u medical report, a case
folder or any other collection of data.

"When will people wake up to the fact thin: what others say about
me may revolt more about them than it does about me?

"I am not an I.Q. score; I am not a label. I am not a word, be it
"para", "saint", or "welfare client". 1 belong also to me. I am not some-
ones "schimphrenie" or someone elses "case." I hope I haven't relin-
quished ow individual identity or self ownership by virtue of being
referred to you. The case history is not me ; dime-store diagnoses gives
but fleeting, incomplete glimpses of what others consider present reality
the prognosis does not prediet all that will happen. I, the client, tower
above any piece of m; ,,:r: i bur,,- the hounds of any label ; I dwarf all the
typed or scrawled svmhols I, -.,, t,-_cr neatly catalogued and filed.
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le pin ierson's reAponsihility is not to demonstrate the validity
of a test profile his responsihility is to me; his allegiance is not to carry
nut the crossed "Cs" and dotted "i's" of a planhis loyalty is to work
with me in prbees,y, as one who is broonmig. This Means; Whell ii 'lieated,
that revision and change are lzcicomed as a normal part of growl h and
drviAtment. How tragic when ve become slaves to a plan. Should not
the plan be our slave? A means to an end ?

Is there any way for the effective helping person to operate outside
Of 1 frame of reference which is the essence of whaflic is?

"flow does he define man?
"Does he believe that man can he quickly and easily anah7ed? Does

he casually speak of "that type" or "the kind who"? Does he think man
is a bundle of reflexes? A conditioned machine? Would he say that
von can't teach an old clog new tricks?" Does he hang convenient words

like "welfare client" or "deaf mute" or "a quad" on a person? Does he
have that are quality of dedication which leads him to shun mind=
deadening labels and attempt through never-ending observition and study
to understand and describe the unique pattern of individual behavior?

"Does he with clear conscience ever say "I know how you feel" or "I
am sure this is the hest plan for you"?

"Does he believe people can change and grow? What does the word
"counsel" mean to him? What are his values about my values?

"What does he believe about no-going professional development? Does
he subscribe to the thought that those y.-ho dare to counsel must never
cease to learn?

If it seems I am asking too many questions, let me remind you that
my life, time and interests are at stake. The helping person is stIpposed
to be in business for me. I have every reason to be interested in what he
is trying to sell. Whatever this is and bow deeply he feels about it will
make n difference in vhat he says, in what he does, in how large or
small he sees me and my world.

"I want a helping person who realizes that the professional mettle of
a mail is tested by the depth and intensity of the problems he is willing
to tackle %vith me. Such a person becomes excited at evidence of growth
and discovery in MC. He delights in realizing that he is less and less
needed. He seems to meet his own deep personal needs when he sees
am able to do even what he is unable to do or understand:

"Please refer me to someone who does not feel the need to make up
his mind too quickly about me. Spare me from the person who is fright-
ened by failure, Part of the rehabilitation bill of rights should he the
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right to make mistakes - the right to tail, Isn't this the price to pa fnr
learning and growing

"What tragic games we play when anyone feels lie has graduated to
the school of perfection. Then lie has a vested interest in his mistakes,
Fle sees himself as a pencil without an eraser, To be teamed with such
a "helper" could result in being helpdess:

"I want a helping person who is mature enough to face up to the
realization that In can never be xure Ire is being fair to we Then he is
not mouse-trapped by the deception of "facts" into thinking that he can
once and for all time conic to a hard and fact conclusion about me and
my inner world and how I will outwardly express what is me. He rends
to share with Bliss Carmen the thought "I often wish I could rid the
world of the tyranny of facts. What are facts but compromises? A fact
merely marks the point where we have agreed to Jet investigation cease.

"It takes a big person to be able to live with ambiguity. It takes a
strong person to be flexible. It takes a rare kind of being "grown up" to
find added strength when honestly facing up to one's own frailties." ( 18)

An incident from the life of Thomas Edison dramatically illustrates
what can happen when a person efiectf, premature closure on his options.
Of all people, we would probable fed that Edison always would have
been alert for anything pertaining to electricity which offered promise
for development and use. Yet lie turned down the opportunity for devel-
oping an economical way of generating alternating current when Nikola
Tesla enthusiastically shared with Edison particulars about the model
polyphase motor he had made. (22)

Why?
Edison already had a vested interest in the generation and transmission

of direct current. He evidently rationalized that he was in possession of
all the essential, relevant facts. In short; he had made a hard and fast
conclusion. And what excitement is there in conclusion ?

Tesla later sold his patents to George Westinghouse for a million
dollars. The whole Niagara Falls electrical complex was built around
the concept of generation and transmission of alternating current. Edison
passed by a golden opportunity because he knew //ii answer. Or did he?

This preoccupation with the answer and the way is another deterrent
to our more fully expiating the mystery of ourselves and our inner
world. It helps explain why the implications of Extra Sensory Percep-
tion (ESP) or psi phonemena have been viewed with such skepticism.
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Here is a kind of energy which produces no space-time manifestation,
Pioneers in the field, such as Dr. J, 13, Rhine, a rnal, of unquestioned
dedication, intelligence and integrity, find it wearying to ,as it were, re-
invent the wheel again and again, even when they USe more rigid kinds
of experimental controls and levels of statistical significance higher than
are considered minimum for those in the "established" sciences.

In Dr. Rhine's words, "The most immediate bearing of the facts of
psi upon the world is that of challenge, This revolutionary set of findings
is so basically incredible to the organized trained mind of today that it
is almost automatically rejected. indeed, few minds ever are trained to
handle a radically new discovery; and the easy test of whether the new
is consistent with the ohl serves most scientists as sufficient basis for re-
jection. The facts of psi are not consistent with the physicialistically dom-
inated natural science of today. Alost serious of all is the fact that the
accepted doctrine becomes so closely identified with the natural vanities
of those who have acquired it that anything which challenges it offers a
personal affront and must be fought to a finish," (29)

Why does man feel he must make up his mind about things which do
not demand immediate resolution? Whir don't we develop our capacities
to play with ideas or concepts, mentally taste and touch and toss them
around, imagine the "what ifs" of possible solutions to problems, welcome
rather than fear the development of spontaneity, release our dinght to

its well as make judgments and sober decisions?
What a price we pay for our lack of spontaneous playfulness and re-

ceptiveness to new experience! One hundred years elapsed from the time
John Wilhelm Klein in Austria first used a stick on a dog's collar to get
a sensation of direction and control before the principle was applied in
work with the blind. When Igor Stravinsky presented "The Rite of
Spring" at the 1913 Paris premier, the audience reaction was So turbulent
that Stravinsky fled throught a backstage window just before police
arrived. In Germany, Frederick the Great used a hardsell approach when
he sent seed potatoes to farmers, accompanied by soldiers to force the
farmers to plant them: The vigorous campaign, aided by a food shortage
during the Seven Years' War, finally succeeded in popularizing the
potato in Germany.

We are well aware that there are many sincere differences of opinion
about how far. it is proper to go in influencing anyone to be receptive to
new experience and to "do his best." It would be the height of folly to
imply that the part of a particular capacity is being wasted simply because
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it is not used at a given time. A receptiveness to new experiences and a
willingness to experiment must he tempered with a sense of responsibility
both to ourselves and others. To maintain any semblance of sanity, we
must differentiate among the stimuli which bombard us from all sides.
Selective desensitization has as important a role to play as sensitization.
We know of other examples where the "untried new" was forced on
people and did not turn out nearl7 as well as the illustration of Frederick
the Great compelling the German farmers to plant potatoes.

In short, it should be made quite clear that this paper is not a plea
for cajoling, enticing, or "motivating" each person to discover the outer
limits of his abilities and then seeing to it that he functions almost con-
tinuously at maximum capacity. It would be ridiculous to operate a 301)
h.p. engine at full throttle simply because of the potential; The pi:,
usiog the analogy, is that there seem to be many people with 300 h.p.
potential who have little understanding that they have any reserve power
beyond 30 h.p.

Even with this understanding, there are many factors which influence
what aspects of potential a person uses and how. Hcilbi'un (14) states
that "reference to potential without specifying the conditions under
whieli it is to emerge is a rather exercise; potential is always conditional,"

We already have mentioned a number of variables which may operate
In our world to restrict or block the development of potential. Some of
these, such as poverty or ignorance are especially difficult to overcome.
However, given the right climate and impetus, the very difficulties we
encounter may be the sparks which will help initiate the process of calling
on our hidden reserves. The oldest discovered living things on earth are
the bristlecone pines. One, "Pine Alpha", is forty-three hundred years
old. The bristlecone grows at an altitude of 10,000 feet. It is an almost
barren area with high winds, a minimum of rain, and with extreme
temperature variations. Yet they have survived partly because their liv-
ing conditions made them struggle to stay alive.

Peter Hall (13) has stated that "complete agreement is boring; com-
plete comfort is regressive, complete peace is stagnating and complete
stability is ultimately destructive . . development and growth require
thinking and consciousness which depend on diversity, heterogeneity,
conflict, alternatives, challenges and change ...au individual, to
develop and use his potential must be challenged, ipusr accept ambiguity,
must participate In conflict. .
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Iii COliSidering, was to train those who gives promise as thinkers
lighet ( 15 ) speaking in a similar vein suggests one is to give them con-

stant challenge and stimulus. Put problems before them. fake things
difficult for them. They need to think. Produce things for them to think
about and question their thinking at ever stage tell them to dis-
cover what is hidden."

Could it be that we have been deceived into believing that man is
satisfied with sex, sedadon, and social security? Do men stand proudly
erect, explore their hidden strengths, discover ways to heal broken minds
and bodies, and forge the tools for cleaning our air and water when their
birthright is bartered for Roman circuses, drugs and a dole?

A quick look at an amateur -athletewhen he is truly an amateur
reveals that many of our common assumptions become quickly suspect.
Neither money, nor short hours, nor safety, nor security is his incentive.
He is not involved in collective bargaining. Neither is seniority per se an
incentive. Who would want the oldest player to remain on the team
simply because of the longevity factor?

Recognition based on accomplishment is the payoff.
We have a working example of how one industry has used this princi-

ple of "adventuring", oftecqgnizing that many people feel most alive
when they are caught up in the pursuit of objectives which reward them
in proportion to the degree they marshal and put to constructive use
their potential.

The Lincoln Electric Company, world's largest manufacturer of arc
welding equipment, has accomplished this by a system called "Incentive
Management", In a report published by the company on December 5,
1969, it was pointed out that today Lincoln welding machines and
electrodes are sold at the same or only slightly higher prices than they
were in 1934 when the first bonus was paid.

How was this accomplished during a time of spiraling costs for labor
and material ? The answer seems to lie in the way Lincoln conceived of
ways of tapping human potential. Recognition has been used in imagina,
tiye ways. Workers are rewarded for helping achieve the stated positive
goal of providing service to the public in the form of a better product at
a lower cost. Each worker's rewards are in proportion to his ability.

The motto at Lincoln is: "The actual is limited: the possible is

immense". This is in keeping with the philosophy that "what a certain
machine can do is reasonably easy to determine, what man can become no
one can know completely. That he can develop greatly is proved by the
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history of every person. How far he can go is unk own". ((7) The
l)hlJOSupliV NeeniS to have worked. In 1069 alone the company's employees
received incentive cash bonuses totaling :516,544,00R distributed in pro-
portion to each worker's contribution.

Could it be that Hall (13) was tight when he said that "the identity
of Marn' a bloc-collar or white collar worker . feels constrained,
powerless, and is able to extract very little meaning from his %volt. His
options are few and he possesses little self-determination. In reac-
tion to the standardization, mutinization, and monotony of his work, the
worker has organized formally and informally to increase the degree of
control over his job and to restrict the power of those in authority, Thus,
behavior akin to industrial sabotage can he found in most filetories and
large offices."

Afore and more the understanding is dawning that the factor we call
"level of expectation", conditions that climate for constructive or des-
tructive kinds of behavior. A practical illustration of how we reap what
we sow by our expectations is provided in the following example by Jan
Gregory:

A former mental hospital superintendent used to tell the story of an
occasion when he was being visited by a member of the Board of
Trustees, and the latter asked to talk with one of the pittients. The
psychiatrist selected a male patient who was convalescing from a
manic episode, was quite cheerful and genial, and hence Was not
likely to complain about, conditions of life in the hospital. The
patient carried on an iotelligent and entertaining conversation with
the Board member until the latter rose to terminate the interview
and turned to leave. Suddenly the patient leaped on him from
behind, wrestled him to the floor, and put his hands around the
man's throatbut was easily restrained by a male attendant, After
the hurried departuire of the Board member, the p,-,ychiatrist re-
marked to the patient that the latter had been overactive butt not
aRressive on admission, and that now he appeared in better control
of his behavior than previously, so that the psychiatrist wondered
vhnt had prompted the patient to assault the Board member.
"Well," replied the patient cheerfully, "he so obviously ex per! ed
SOnierhing like that to happen, and I didn't want to disappoint him,"
( 11 )

Have we underestimated that part of man which responds to our
expeetatioos and the challenge of responsible involvement and individual
and group accomplishment? Can "level of expectation" be compared to
a psychological magnet to help draw out the bestor worstin man?
SociletinIeS the expressions of "carrving the torch" or "having a cause"
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have been used in a negative sense. 'Where in the realm of fasting human
achievement do we find a sense of pride and :self-actualization uccuring
other than when there is nurpoAe and a sense of direction? And are we
not involved in helping set levels of aspiration which are interwoven with
goals and purposes. Jourard (16) states that "Man's intentionality, will
or decision to do or be something is a force in its own right, a force that
exists under the sun as surely as do wind, biological pressure and social
norms.

What are some other ways we can stimulate man so that the drive
and intensity of his "intentionality" will he strengthened by a better
understanding of his ,:apabilities? In recent years there have been a pro-
liferation of approaches. We shall touch briefly on one areathat of
creativity or applied imagination as an aspect of human potential.

Beginning with the inspiration provided by Alex F. Osborn (23),
Dr. Sidney Panics and others at the State University of New York at
Buffalo, New York, have served as a nucleus for providing leadership
in the Creative`Edneation movement which is influencing approaches to
training and development of personnel in business, education, industry,
government, and the health related professions. One of the most unique
programs of its kind in this country, the Annual Creative Problem
Solving Institute held each summer at Buffalo is staffed by a volunteer
faculty and attracts several hundred participants from throughout the
United States and many foreign countries. An example of the approach
to training at Buffalo can be found in the Creative Behavior Guidebook
written by Dr. Parries (26).

In reflecting on the growth of training programs in creativity Dr.
Fames in a recent article has stated, "Oyer the years, I have been inter-
ested in the relatively new programs for human potential development:
courses in creative problem-solving, sensitivity and awareness training,
general semantics and related areas, and art education programs of vari-
our types. All the research to date seems to demonstrate that we can
design educational programs that give individuals new scope for their
individual processes, .

Based on many years of group leadership experience and research, Dr,
Herbert A. Otto (25) has recently published a comprehensive volume
outlining group methods which may be used to actualize human potential.
For the student who wishes to investigate additional approaches to prob
lens solving and the development of potential, some other suggested refer
ences are Gregory (10), Schneider (30), Allen (1), Gordon (8),
Anderson (2), Murphy (20), and Sorokin (31).
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Perhaps the most single influential variable in helping discover and
express human potential is the contagion of spirit" which is radiated
from the person who is a living-, breathing example of one caught up in
the excitement ofin the words of LeRoy Schneiderbeing "released to
the wisdom of his own mind". (30)

How better to view sparkling new facets of life than through the
eyes of another who is able to stand still and looks until he really sees
and then helps us see= and touchand feel. Kenneth Clark in describ-
ing the Art Critic, Bernard Berenson, wrote: "He found. enough beauty
in his own garden to suffice for the whole day. And lie used to say
"Each morning as I look, I wonder where my eyes were yesterday."
(5). To have the rare fortune to associate with such a sensitive person
enhances the likelihood that we will explore more fully the limits of our
sensesthat our Awareness Quotient will make a significant forward
leap.

What is it like to come fully alive? To become sensitive to the wonder
of the world around us and within us? The possibilities are immense.
What would it b like to take such a common thing as water and look
at it in "an uncommon way"? Two men in California, Ernest Braun and
David Cavaguaro, have been doing this for years. Recently they have
published a book (4) in which they consider the "timeless wonder of
water". Through their brilliant photography and a symphony of words
they share with us the fragile beauty of frost on a spider web, a powerful
waterfall, a clear lake at dawn. One's imagination can soar when caught
tip by words such as these:

What wondrous stories a water molecule could tell, of wild peaks
visited an stormy nights, of quiet rivulets and raging rivers traveled,
of peaceful fogs and sun-colored clouds, of glaciers and ocean cur-
rents, of fragile snowflakes and crisp little frost crystals, and of the
seething protoplasmic retorts of living cellsa zillion places visited
since the earth's beginning, If only the water could speak our langu-
age, but instead we must read of its work among the rocks it etches
and tumbles, and among the living organisms it helps to fashion.
What does it mean to really see? How many of us have the physical

capacity of sight yet live and (lie in a sort of twilight world!
For those who cannot travel, many have found stimulation and release

to a broader 1%-orld by making friends of hooks where they can visit with
some of the greatest minds of all time, "The hest way toward greatness
is to miN the great ....: and the secret of education is never to forget
the possibility of greatness", (15) Blessed is the student who has a
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teacher - vhether in school or out who excites him to v isit in print with
the immortals of the past,

lurphy (21) states that "our problem in the release irf human
potentialities are only to a limited degree problems in how to give the
heft rewards to excite the biggest scientific or artistic effort. Much more
they relate to the problem of identifying early, valuing and cultivating
folly the kind of man or woman capable of stimulation, enriching,
nourishing, supporting and guiding those with potential passion, possibili-
ties of knowledge, skill or creative achievement."

Murphy's comments have a familiar ring and a peculiar relevance for
those of us who work in rehabilitation, flow can a helping person
effectively assist others in developing and using residual abilities or skills
- or in discovering and refining human potential = if he himself has not
and is not experiencing the same kind of ongoing adventure in living,?

In another article the writer has explored this question in considerable
detail. (19)

At the beginning of this paper we asked whether or not you or I would
have nal the faith to see potential in Helen Keller had she been referred
to us as a young girl. Perhaps a fitting way to summarize the essence of
what 1AT have been trying to -say is found in two poems by two deaf-blind
poets, Bob Smithdas and Richard Kinney. Bob Smithdas in "Little
Things" gives us a delightful peek at the magnitude of potential when
he writes that "in a tiny withered seed a thousand roses sleep" ... and
"one man with a consuming dream can turn silence into deathless
song..

Richard Kinney in his' tribute to Anne Sullivan Macy speaks of the
world of the deaf-blind children as having "no natural song of speech
nor . . can radiance of rainbow... pierce that dusk whereof they are
possessed". Yet, these are "laughing` children life is good!"

Why?
Because ,not eacher.
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The Santa Monica Madison School Plan:
Immobilization or Options In The Special

Versus Regular Classroom Placement Dilemma?'
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A review of 3000 years of history reveals four major determiners of
man's attitudes toward and treatment of handicapped individuals. These
are: survival, superstition, science, and service. During most of recorded
history the pendulum has swung, at least to sonic degree, among all of
these determiners although until the last 200 years science and service as
determiners were clearly overshadowed by threats to physical survival
from the harshness of nature and the harshness of men and superstition.

These past 200 years have seen man struggle with changing beliefs
and approaches toward exceptionality, and frequent extreme shifts in the
position of the pendulum in aim of science and service have occurred.
The mer retarded were considered curable provided proper sensory
and educational training was given in the mid 1800's by sonic as a result
of the intense idealism and optimism of itard and Seguin. When institu-

onalized retardates in the United States failed to respond as totally as
expected to such training, the pendulum swung full arc, and the optimism
gave way to pessimism and a custodial rather than educational attitude
toward retardation set in by the turn of the century. Recently, however,
the pendulum has moved again not full arc but toward a more optimistic
outlook for educating the retarded, much of it the result of research dur-
ing the 1960's.
1Paper prepared for the 1971 Distinguished Lecture Series in Special Education
and Rehabilitation, University of Southern California, School of Education. The
work reported herein as supported by a Title Viii Grant, allocated by the Cali-
fornia State Department of Education, Division of Special Education. The author
is indebted n) Prank D. Taylor, Ed,D., Director of Special Services, Santa Monica
Schools; Herbert C. Quay, Ph.D., Chairman, Department of Educational Psychol-
ogy, Temple University; Alfred A. Artuso, Ed.12, Supertintendent, Santa IN,Ionica
Schools; Robert Stillwell, Assistant Director of Special Services, Santa Monica
Schools; Michael M. Soloay, m.A Project Coordinator, Santa Monica Schools;
and Philip C. Watson, M,A,, Research Coordinator, for their collaboration in the
development of the Madison School Plan.
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The fantasy of fixed intelligence nerged with the development of the
Bina intelligence test and individuals attaining a given IQ score were
thought to have been described in terms of their basic capacity for learn-
ing with accuracy and finality. The pendulum has moved and is still
moving iniegard to this and the extreme position that IQ tests are totally
invalid,ha:s been taken by some, and the more moderate position that such
tests flee useful when understood and utilized with critical perspective
taken by others.

John Watson, Sigmund Freud, and B. F. Skinner have coutribuied
to the movement of the pendulum in regard to both child rearing and
special educational practices over the past 50 years in the United States,
Concern with "outer" versus "inner" life considerations of emotionally
disturbed children has determined in the past and are still determining
the actual emphasis in special educational programs with disturbed chil-
dren, The behavior modification methodological contribution to the
1960's in special education moved the pendulumLu.um rapidly but in the 1970's,
we still find ourselves pondering the questions of the psychnedueationists
and the humanists, and it appears to be moving again.

Yes, pendulum swings are not new to special education as they are
not new to general education, or for that matter, the society at large,
In general, extreme swings and then eventual movement to more moder-
ate positions seem the rule. Concurrently, we are in the midst of a pendu-
lum swinging dilemma regarding the placement of exceptional children,
particularly the mentally retarded and the emotionally disturbed, in
American public school education. The self=eontained class model with
its heritage from institutional programs and classes for the physically
handicapped is being challenged at the present time. Part of the problem
relates to categorization and variable and imperfect instruments and
methods for designating children as mentally deficient or emotionally
disturbed.

Part of the problem relates to the categorization outcome of labeling
and the stigma of being called 'retarded' or 'disturbed,' Part of the prob-
lem relates to the constitutionality of labeling anybody "anything" and
modifying his educational opportunities in contrast to those of the ,non-
labeled. Court decisions in California and elsewhere in the nation arc
increasingly supporting parents and special interest groups who challenge
what have become established and widespread practices in special
education,
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Special educators have been aware of the drawbacks of the self-con-
tained class for some time. Hut we have been slow to develop options
and take the initiative in bringing about change before court orders and
legislative action demanded such changes. Now we arc faced in some
cases with a pendulum swing of full arc. No special classes, no labels;
therefore regular class placement and full time participation in the regu-
lar class program. What to do? The prospect of indiscriminate placement
of children with serious learning and/or behavior problems into the al-
ready overburdened hands of regular class teachers is alarming. Flow did
we get ourselves into this and whose fault is it anyway?

To begin with, we can blame ourselves as stated earlier. We may have
become too special, too uncritical of our own practices, too 'more service'
than 'more knowledge' oriented and too isolated from the regular class-
roo programs. But special education must operate in the framework
of the school districts.

Perhaps it's their fault? Have administrative rigidity and resistance
limited some special educators attempts at innovation and change? Are
funds difficult to obtain for truly upgrading the level of instruction pro-
vided in special programs? Have administrators been slow to take initia-
tive in improving the quality of educational programs in regular class-
rooms and supporting regular classroom teachers so that more education-
ally handicapped and possibly borderline retarded children could be
included? Well, maybe they are limited because of the type of regular
classroom teachers available to man their classrooms.

Maybe its the regular class teacher's fault. Is she too ready to unload
the first child who falls outside her range of tolerance for behavioral and
academic difference? Is she poorly prepared to truly individualize instruc-
tion, remediate academic deficiencies and deal with problems of manage-
ment and motivation effectively? If so, then maybe it's the fault of the
teacher preparation institutions who were supposed to get her ready for
her-job in the first place.

The universities and state colleges may be at fault. Why didn't they
offer the training and experience to better prepare the regular class teach-
er for the wide range of individual differences inevitably encountered in
the public school? Well, after all they were following state credentialing
requirements. Maybe it's the fault of the state department of education.

Are they to blame? They determine the basic requirements necessary
to prepare a regular class teacher. But since these are supposed to be a
reflection of societal needs and goals in relation to education, maybe it's
society's fault.
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Finally v.c have the culprit! It's society and the simple answer to / ur
special educational dilemma is 'change the world?' Despite the facetious
ring to the preceeding, remarks, they do tend to point up the enormously
complex problems involved in dealing with any change in regular or
special education. The result, if we aren't careful, is possible inunobilia-
n ,onthat is we are damned if we do continue placing retarded and dis-
turbed children in special classes and damned if we don't when we
arbitrarily assign them to regular classes.

Of course, such an extreme conflict leading to inunoribization may not
occur in all casesit may be replaced by chaos, confusion, or a variety
of administrative smokescreen tactics. Or, hopefully, we will finally eon-
ceive of a !series of options 'as alternatives between self-contained place-
ment for the retarded and disturbed which will offer whatever supportive
services needed to help these children with their learning and behavior
problems, avoid casual or final assignment of labels, and begin to establish
a film link between special educalqon classes and the regular classroom,
Certainly the need for such options or actual program development in
this direction has been considered for some time. But there is a current
urgency that necessitates our direct assault on the problem. Let's face it,
we simply won't change the world and reolve all the complex philosophi-
cal, legislative, and administrative issues before coming up with new
approaches in special education, We must take special education, school
districts, regular class teachers, teacher preparation programs, state dc-
partMents of education, and society at large pretty much where they are
and start on the operational level which matters most to the children we
seek to serve.

The Santa Monica :Xladison School Plan is an attempt to provide an
innovative answer to the question of special versus regular class place=
meat and has been developed over a three-year period in the Santa Monica
schools, building on the engineered classroom design introduced in the
district in 1966. The plan aims at merging special class programs for
educable mentally retarded (EAIR) and educationally handicapped
(EH) children with the regular class program.

We shall discuss the functional model for grouping and instruction in
the Madison Plan, pre-placement assessment, physical. facilities and pro
gram, and ongoing evaluation,
Fund /ono/ Model for Grouping and Instruction

The initial task faced in the development of the l'Iadison Plan in-
volved a shift in point of view regarding EA1R and EH children. First,
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pre-occupation with timeworn and essentially educationally useless labels
and categories was abandoned and a single program created which cov-
ered the two categories of exceptionality. Thus, the broad, optimistic and
somewhat idealistic label of 'learner was applied to all the children, re-
gardless of traditional category. It was not what these children could not
do, based on the concept of disease, disability, or handicap, that was of
major concern; it was the notion that regardless of their problems they
were at all times ready to learn something that was important. Second,
participation in the regular class proitram was recognized as desirable for
as many exceptional children as possible provided they were given what-
ever supportive special help necessary on a part-time basis for some or a
full-time basis for others,

On the basis of this point of view a functional model for grouping and
instruction was conceived. It combines all exceptional children and con-
siders them learners at varying levels of competence, along a dimension
of readiness for regular classroom functioning. Fou:- major areas of corn-
petence are considered in placing any child along this dimension: I ) Pre-
Academic competence, 2) Academic competence, 3) Competence for
functioning in traditional classroom settings (e..g, teacher in front of
class, child working with teacher in small group, and child working in-
dependently in class or group), and 4) susceptibility to traditional class-
room reinforcers (e.g., -acquisition of knowledge and skill, grades, recog-
nition, and praise from teacher and peers). Pre-Academic competence is
defined as the ability to pay attention, start work, follow task directions,
take part orally, do what you are told in class, and get.along with others.
In addition, being able to see, hear, and perceive accurately, and adequacy
in motor coordination are related to success in a regular classroom on a
pre-academic level. Academic competence relates to 'being right' and
'neat' as well as to language comprehension, reading, arithmetic, and
other subject areas.

The Madison Plan views most exceptional children as ready at all
times to fulfill at least some of the expectations associated with these
four levels of competence. It assigns them to a program based on degrees
of expectancy along the dimension of readiness for regular classroom
functioniagcregardless of their traditional classification. Four settings are
utilized M order to provide a program covering the full range of expect-
ancies: Pre-Academic I, Pre-Academic II, Academic I, and Academic II,
These are illustrated in relation to the dimension of readiness for regular
classroom functioning in Figure I.
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FIGURE I

The Dimension of Readiness for
Regular Classroom Functioning

Pre- Academic I Pre- Acadeauic 11 Academic I Academic

The Pre-Academic 1 level has the lowest level expectancy and provides
the strongest supports for helping the child improve in his behavior and
learning. It emphasizes increasing competence at the pre- academic level
and de-emphasizes academic instruction. The program takes place in a
separate room under the supervision of a teacher and classroom aide.
Eight to ten children work individually at large tables and the primary
instructional setting involves the teacher working individually with the
child; or child working independently at his desk or in a study booth.
Group instruction is minimized and all work is individually assigned.
The room resembles an engineered cla,;sroom (Hewett, Taylor, Artuso,
1968; Hewett, 1968) originally developed as a self-contained room for
educationally handicapped children with interest centers for order, ex-
ploratorv, arid communication activities and special materials for building
pre-academic skills. Since many exceptional children have experienced so
much frustration and failure in school, reinforcers of knowledge and skill
and grades May be ineffective. In addition, sonic do not respond well to
praise, particularly at first. As a result the Pre-Academic I and Pre-Aca-
demic IT settings use a check mark system which is an extension of one
originally developed for use in the engineered classroom. Each child
carries around a Work Record Card on which there are some 200 ruled
squares or boxes. Every twenty minutes the teacher or aide acknowledges
how well the child has worked in relation to his assigned task or tasks
(task behavioral) and how well he has behaved according to classroom
standards (setting behavioral). In administering the check marks, the
teacher either calls attention to strengths the child ha l. demonstrated by
giving him all of his possible checks ("You didn't get out of your seat,
even once.") or alerts him to problems vhich arose during the twenty-
minute period by withholding some of the checks ("You left your desk
without raising your hand.").
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Children assigned to the Pre-.Academie 1 sett iy can earn a possible
ten checks marks every twenty minutes, The check marks are really al-
phabet letters related to behavior selected for emphasis f 'A' for
attention, \V' for working, etc.) The first five are given for 'vork' and
reflect the following categories: attention, starting, working, following
task directions, being right, and being neat. The second five check marks
ate given for 'doing what You're told' and al lmv w teacher maximino
flexibility in communicating to the child his overall Aherence to class or
group rules. As can be seen, the categories themselves are expressd in
terms understandable to the children and represented on the Work Re-
cord Card by alphabet fetters. which serves as a record of strengths and
weaknesses. Once a card is filled, the child may exchange it for a small
amount of food, an inexpensive trinket, or 15 minutes of tree-choice time

The Pre-Academie 11 level increases the degree of expectancy in the
four areas of pre-academic and academic skills, instructional settings, and
rcinforcers. Six to eight children work yith a teacher or aide around a
cluster of tables in what is essentially a teacher-small group instructional
setting. Emphasis shifts from individualized, independent assignments to
group lessons and from pre--academic skills of attention, working, and
following directions to intensive remedial academic work. However, tak-
ing part orally in a group lesson and getting along with others are pre-
academic skills particularly stressed here and opportunities are constantly
provided for building them. The check mark system used in Pre-Academ-
ie I is retained with these two pre-academic behaviors added in the task
behavioral and setting behavioral categories respectively. Free choice
activity time is the only exchange provided for completed cards,

The Academic I level provides a simulated regular classroom experi-
ence for sixteen to eighteen children who are seated at desks or tables
arranged in the same manner as those used in regular classrooms in the
school. The instructional setting is teacher in front of the class. Remedial
academic work is stressed with more emphasis on utilizing regular curric-
ulum materials rather than individualized lessons. In place of the check
mark system, the teacher at the Academic I level uses a numerical grading
system. Each hour children in the setting arc given ratings in areas of
effort, quality of work, and citizenship. This is an extension of the on-
going evaluation rating systems to be discussed later.

Academic II is the regular classroom and all children working at Pre
Academic II and Academie I levels are assigned some time in this setting.
Regular teachers who have children assigned to the Learning Center part
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time in their classes do ratings on a daily basis similar to those dime :n
Academic 1.

In the description of the ladison Plan just presented, it should he
noted that no distinction is made with tel-ereice to type of exceptional
child (e.g., EYIR or EH ) to he assigned at any level. Each child is
viewed in terms of his readiness to profit from the degree of expectancy
at any level and from his first moment in the program is considered in
transition along the dimension of readiness for regular classroom func-
tioning in this way there is no label assigned to the child: The learning
environment has the label (e.g., Pre-.A.cademic 1) and the child is assign-
ed work at any level or levels in order to bolster his strengths and com-
pensate for his weaknesses. -1 his is not to say that arbitrary pressure is
exerted to get all exceptional children into the regular classroom. Here
the conccpt Of 'swinging doors' on both the special and regular classrooms
arises. At any time if a child is not a candidate lor greater degrees of
expectancy associated with a given level, he can move back to a less
demanding; situation. The important consideration here is the elimination
of closed or locked doors in either direction. There are some exceptional
children that may never move past a l're=Academic I setting during most
of their school careers, but the option is there Nyith the systematic plan to
implement when and if the child is ready:
Pre.Plaeement dssesstnent

Implementation of the Madison Plan begins with a review of a place-
ment Inventory filled out by the teacher or teachers who have had
previous experience with the. child. This inventory consists of 34 items,
stating degrees of competence with respect to pre-academic and academie
functioning, ability to work in various instructional settings and effec-
tiveness of various reinforcers with the child. The completed Inventory
provides a weighted score suggesting the level (Pre,Acadernie I, Pre=
Academic I I, or Academic I) where initial work with the child can best
begin. In addition, any psychological or medical data on the child or
cumulative record information available is reviewed. However, the
Madison Plan aims at initiating the educational assessment within the
instructional program, not providing an elaborate pre-placement diagnosis
and assessment which in the author's experience often does not translate
usefully into classroom practice.

At rhe beginning of the school year as many of the designated group
of exceptional children to enter the Madison Plan as possible are assigned
full time to a regular classroom in the school for a one to two week
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period, "Fhis r; done to I ) establish a regular class `home base for each

minim: toward which he could wove over the year, 2) acquaint the
regular class teacher with the child and establish, from the beginning,
her partial responAbility for the child's educational program, ,) acquaint
the exceptional child with the class, reacher, and peers. Following this
initial period, the children are assigned, to the A ladisnn Plan program;
and returned to the regular classroom Itu activities and lessons which
are appropriate for them. The iinportant consideration here is that a
link with the regular classroom is established from the afier--there is
no 'shopping around' for a willing regular teacher or empty desk when it
appears the child is read for partial integration.
Physical Facilities and Program

Physical facilities within which the Madison Plan operates Include
two adjoining regular classrooms with an ioside door connecting them.
This facility is called the Learning Center. The Pre.Acadetnic I setting
is in one room with the Pre-Academic II and Academic I settings separ-
ated by cabinets or a partition in, the other room.

As has been described, the pi oram utilizes the services of two teachers
and two aides and can include sone thirty to thirty-six children. In actual
operation in the Santa Monica schools, one of the teachers in the Madi-
son Plan is credentialed to teach EMI?. children, and the other has experi-
ence.teaching educationally handicapped children. The aides are house-
wives with no special training. The total number of children served
depends in part on the number spending part time in the Academic II
setting- (the regular classroom). Once the program is underway, addi-
tional children may be assigned work in the Learning Center during
periods when assigned students are integrated in the regular classroom.
In this way children in the school not identifiable or classifiable as
retarded or disturbed or in some other special category and who may be
borderline behavioral and/or learning problems may have access to the
facilities and resources of the Madison Plan. Thus, the Learning Center
can become a total school resource, dynamic and flexible in operation and
offering services not possible to provide in the traditional sclf.contained
special class framework. The inclusion of non-classified children in the
Learning Center program serves also as an incentive to regular class
teachers who are asked to include several exceptional children in their

,

classrooms for Yaqing periods of time. While these children are in the
regular classroom and there are fewer children in the Learning Center,
the teacher may refer out tither problem children who would not nor-
mally be eligible for special help. Possibilities also exist for inclusion of
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!xifted children or nortual learner,..- for entH,rient in content areas such
IS :-,cience, reading, and arithmetic, usilyz individualized and unique
maierials not always found in the regular classroom. The : ladison
ult imatel aims at creation of a school Learning Lenter defined a a place
where an child inav go for activities and experiences not always pfksible
or practical to provide in every regular classroom,

While thc iloorplan suggests a typical assignment of settings. that is
(Hie l're-Aeademic I area, one I're-2\cademic I I area, and an Academic
I class, variaiions on this assig,nmcnr 3 re possible acid in some cases
essential. Consider the case of a group of DER and Eli children whose
behavior problems make almost every one of them a candidate for a lire-
Academic I setting: They simply are nut ready fur work on the other
le\ els, Such a group would hest he served hv initially converting the
facilities into two Pre-Academic I settings and gradually introducing
a Pre-Academie 11 and eventually air Academic I setting: Various other
possibilities include doubling the number of Prr-AenJernie II settings or
having two Academic I settings should the characteristics and functioning
levels of the children involved warrant such a change. This flexibility k
important when the basic philosophy of the Madison, Plan is considered
that is every child is a learner, taken wherever he is and the learninr
environment given the responsibility for doing something to help him.
Primary consideration of diagnostic labels and resultant fixed expecta
tions on the part of the teacher are avoided, the child changes, the
learning environment is ready to change and no fixed plan or program
should exist to restrict what is offered or expected.

The amid schedule of the Madison Plan provides intensive reading,
written language, and arithmetic experiences in the morning in all set-
tings, as pre-acadcmic emphasis in Pre-Academic I and II. A
wide range of individualized materials are used and emphasis in reading
and written language is offered through the use of a modified Fernald
storr-writing approach. Recesses are taken with the regular school chil-
dren, as is lunch. Some children spend only the morning hours in the
program and go home before lunch, some move to Academic I E part time
during the morning, some continue in the afternoon in the Learning
Centt-T in a social studies program, and some integrate in Academic II
for social studies, ohyskal education, or music and art activities: Obvi-
onsly, integration in Academic IT depends on the individual classroom
schedules of the regular teacher and great flexibility is necessary in
assigning children.
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Ongoing Evaluation
How do von know when a given child is a candidate for partial or

increased assignment to any of the four settings in the Madison Plan?
It has been found that daily or weekly reflections by teachers offered at
staff conferences regarding 'I think he's doing better this week.' or 'I
feel lie had better be given more time in the Pre-Academic II setting.'
are woefully unsystematic in providing indications for program altera-
tion. Therefore, a rating system has been formulated for use in all four
settings. This system relates to the task behavioral and setting behavioral
categories described earlier and is designed to provide data for the Learn-
ing Center staff in relation to making decisions about re-assigning the
child work in any of the four instructional settings. In Pre-Academic I
and II, teachers make such ratings using a one to five numerical scale
every twenty minutes. The ratings are recorded directly on the child's
Work Record Card in the next open box after the check marks. The task
behavioral rating is based on how well the child handled the requirements
of work assigned. This rating procedure is based on a much more elabor-
ate set of criteria not possible to present here. The setting behavioral
rating reflects how well the child fulfilled expectations according to the
standards for 'doing what you're told' or 'following rules' in the assigned
Sating:

In the Academic I setting this system is used for both dircily rating
the child's effort and quality (task behavioral) and citizenship (setting
behavioral) every hour and providing ongoing evaluation data for the
program. The Academic II teacher does the same rating On a daily basis
without communicating it to the child.

At the end of each week an average 20-minute (Pre-Academic I and
II), hoursly (Academic I), and daily (Academic 1I) rating is computed
covering the five day period. These are graphed for each child and pro.
vide a direct reference for the staff in considering re-assignment. Aca-
demic progress is recorded by the Learning Center teachers each week
and summarized on the graph. In general, it has been found that the
most critical areas for determining movement into the regular classroom
are in the pre-academic and instructional setting categories. Once the
child is paying attention, trying, and working, following directions, and
getting along With others he can often be included in the range of
academic differences the regular classroom teacher is prepared to provide.

The decision as to when movement into tv regular classroom should
occur or when changes in an existing assignment should be made is
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courdinated the school principal Working lvith the Learning Center
and regular classroom teachers. Communication between staff and cool,
dination of a.ssignments and re-a:;ignnwnts :ire the keY considerations in
making the Madison Plan work. The major difficulties enconniered
maintaining the plan center around lack of communicatinn between all
school staff members. Active part:cination of Learning Center teachers
in faculty meetings and scheduled observation periods for regular class-
room teachers to visir the Learning Center and observe children with
%chow they are working as yell as similar minds for Learning Center
teachers to visit regular classrooms helped solve the problem. Also, having
the regular and Learning Center teachers exchange teaching assignments
periodically and having an entire regular class spend a period in the
Academic I and Pre-Aeademic 11 work areas while the Learning Center
children in these settings spend time as a group with their teachers in
the regular classroom was a useful approach for facilitating understand
ing, communication, and coordination.

The Santa Monica Madison School Plan has developed as an
istrative-instrnerional framework within which exceptional children can
receive many of the benefits of both special and regular class programs
(Soloway, 1970) . It reflects a behavioral orientation, considering excel)-
nonal children first and foremost as learners and attempts to move them
along the dimension of readiness for regular classroom functioning by
bolstering pre-aeademic and academic skills, providing opportunities to
learn in varied instructional settings and offering a range of reinforcers
from tangibles to grades. The overall contribution of the Plan may he
discussed in terms of the public school, the exceptional child, and field
of special education.

The Madison School principal found himself in a far better position
to deal with parents of EMR children using the fadison Plan in place
of traditional EMR class assignment. Such parents often question the
label of retardation with resentment or an expression of hopelessness that
their child will never return to a regular classroom. The 'swinging door'
concept of the Madison Plan was much more acceptable to these parents
and most were very positive regarding having their children participate
in it. One parent requested that his two younger children in the same
school who were having learning problems but were not classifiable into
a traditional category be placed in the program since he recognized the
advantages of its highly individualized approach. As child-ren initially
placed in the Learning Center spent increasing amounts of time in
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regular classrooms, such non-classitiable children were included and this
provision for extending special facilities to many regular class children
with learning problems has emerged as a strength of the Madison Plan.
In addition, the regular claro; teachers profited from a closer working
relationship with the special teacher in terms of new materials and tech-
niques which they could use in their programs. Isolation of the special
teacher often occurs along with the isolation of the exceptional child in
special programs and the Madison Plan helped diminish such isolation
considerably.

The advantage of the Madison Plan for the exceptional child himself
related to the problems of labeling, isolation, and lack of learning empha-
sis in some special classes discussed earlier: The teachers in the Learning
Center who had previously worked with many of the children were
impressed with the increased interest with school, social awareness, and
growth and academic progress shown over the year. This was particu-
larly noteworthy with the hearing handicapped and EMR children. One
example illustrates the perception of the Learning Center by an EMR
student. 1 visitor to the Center asked him about the work he was doing
and he replied, "I'm "getting help with my reading here, but in a little
while I'll he going to my real class upstairs."

The time will probably never come when my single model or plan
will provide a final answer to the special versus regular class dilemma.
However, as long as the question of the efficacy of special classes is asked
by school administrators, teachers, parents, and special education, more
suitable answers must he sought and options rather than educational
immobilization must occur. The Santa Monica Madison School Plan
suggests a possible answer which can only be finalized following con-
tinued questioning including research efforts directed toward comparing

,
its effectiveness with the Mactiruniat special class approach.
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A Model of Man:
Pre-Requis te To A Model Of Rehabilitation

CAROLYN L. VIM; PhD.

Rancho Los Amigos linspimi
Downey, California

I have spoken and written many times about "models of rehabilita-
tion"; sometimes miniatures, schematizing a very narrow aspect of reha-
bilitation, sometimes grander ones attempting to encompass all of the
concepts necessary to frame a rehabilitation services program. These have
been "eclectic" combinations of my on ideas welded with the ideas of
others, Sometimes the source of a component is given due recognition,
sometimes notbecause although I realize the idea was not my own, I
can neither recall nor find where I came upon it. This is, I suppose;
another way of stating that there is nothing new under the sun. Such
models are, at best, unique and hopefully useful combinations of old
ideas. Mine have usually purported to take into account what the reha-
bilitee needs in order to become a rehabilitant. (I am using the term
reliability° to indicate the person who is undergoing rehabilitation proce-
dure and rehabilitant to indicate the person who successfully completed
same.) The models have described what the rebabilitator should do, using
a conceptual schema which satisfied my need for inclusiveness on the one
hand and nonq)verlapping categories on the other.

The models I have described in the past have all met the usefulness
criterion to some extent. Those which I thought met it best are in opera-
tion in the Vocational Service at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital: Com-
paratively speaking, the program is a good one. All of the basic compon-
ents you read about in the literature are there. The statistics on place-
ment look as good as those of any other program dealing with severely
disabled people and considerably better than many. But by and ideal or
absolute standards, you would have to say it is a weak program. More
people still muster out than succeed. Why? What is wrong with the
program? What is wrong with the models upon which it is based ? What
is wrong with all the programs across the country that get no better
results?

[531
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Just as there are undoubtedly tens or hundreds of things rune
vith the:Le pro!,,rams, there ale (cos Or hundreds of ways 10 hcgin answer-
ing these questions. For this paper J arbitrarily chose one (it those ways
as a result of a conversation which occured the day before I was invited
to speak to this group. The Research and Education Coordinator of the
Vocational .;ervices said, "Hey! How about you talking at the Behavioral
Sciences Seminar sometime oat your ideas about the nature of man? I
don't really know how you or any of the other staff in our department
view man and I'd like to run a series on this. I don't see how we can
really communicate until or unless we understand the assumptions we're
all making about the nature of man."

He was met by a g,lossy-cyed store. My first thought was something
on the order of, "These brand-new Ph.D.'s with their fancy philosophical
notions . there's no time for that, there's WORK. to do!" My second
was. "But he's right." We make decisions every davabout p rorams
and individual clientswhich purport to be based on clients needs and
capabilities; ruan's nature: But we don't really know what they are. We
have sonic notions,otions, but we've never systematized them enough to let them
serve as guidelines for consistent decision-making. Being able to relate
decisions to underlying assumptions held by the decision-maker can save
time. Have you ever picked up a case that was started by someone else
and spent some time wondering WHY did he or she ever do what they
did with the client? Then did you spend sonic more time had mouthing
your professional predecessor to your colleagues? Then did you spend
still more time trying to decide whether to scrap everything and start
over versus salvage what you could and rectify by patchwork?

My primary thesis today is that better understanding of man as Reba
bilitee and Man as P.ehabditator can ease the frustration and time Ivast,
age illustrated by the painfully typical scene just described. Let me cor-
rect myself. Heuer understanding of Man as Homo Sapiens is what we
need. Given that, the temporary or parttime roles as rehabilitee and relia-
bilitator shonld fall into place. I stress these two roles only as a means
of introducing the opinion that the assumptions we make about the nature
of the client (re only half the story. The assurni- 'ons we make about
OLITSCh'es:, the facts about ourselves, and the junctions and disjunctions

:between these two are the other half. Our own needs and capabilities,
our nature, dictate our decisions just as much as our assumptions about
the clients. What are they? Do we really know?
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think bettor tiniler:uandiur of these thing.; will also help us ease the

larger frustration of creating "as if- programsprograms operating as

if" they were really needed or "as it" tier were really providing a useful

service. What is it about us that causes us to create programs that we
think are great but when other people say, "Yeah, it sounds good but
what is it really doing?" We have trouble answering, but go right ahead
with it, undaunted and unshaken?

seeon(lary thesis is that even lacking the hard core TRUTH about
the nature of man that philosophers and scientists have sought since the
dawn of history, if each of us takes the time to think through his beliefs
about the nature of man and then advertises those beliefs to his fellows,
then right or wrong, we will have taken a big step toward making our

actions comprehensible to ourselves and others. 13y recognimng what our

beliefs really are and self-consciously taking them as working assumptions,
we can build for ourselves models to guide decision making. He advertis,
ing these to others, we can provide them with models to guide decoding
of our actions. Tempting criticism of not only our decisions but our very
belief structures lacks something, in appeal, but let me just state the
opinion that if we in the people-helping field are unable to overcome this
natural tendency to protect our egos from the onslaughts of criticism we
are probably doomed to many more decades of weak programs which
are good only by comparison with other weak programs,

At best we will still err. Even after taking inventory of our beliefs and
sorting them into various piles and even after we have made the fruits
of our efforts public domain, we will still err because some of our beliefs
will simply be wrong. But at least we will begin to generate constant

rather' than random errors, and constant errors can be located, they can
be identified, and then they can he comcied. Random error eludes us.
It comes from so many and diverse sources that we can do no more than
lump it together and call it "chance". In research we have a statistical
handle on it, but it still distorts our predictions. We feel better because
we know approximately how much. In the clinical setting it distorts our
decislons, and we have no idea how much. In research, from time to
time, a component of random error gets identified and can thenceforward
be used as a control variable, Yesterday's "chance" happening has become
today's "cause.effect" relationship. In the clinical setting it happens too.
"Alia!" says the counselor, "This client's been getting more withdrawn
in our sessions because I've been very passive, and non-directive when he
needs some very fictive direction": It happens, ttle by little, fragmentary
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insight by fragmentary insight. We have these "Alta 1'' experiences and
realize we have erred because we didn't see the clients needs and capa-
bilities correctly. We suspect maybe we were too strongly driven by our
own need to use the technique with which we felt most capable. Then
we start wondering, "Where else am I doing it ?"

There will Ain be random error, too, because some of our beliefs will
escape us m the inventoryusually because we don't happily acknowledge
that we feel a certain way about people. As soon as the concept starts to
push its way into consciousness, we push it right back again and forget
we ever saw it. But that's o,k. Growth is growth; you don't have to do
it all at once.

The title of this paper reflects my belief that having a model of man
is a pre-requisite to building a usable model of rehabilitation, not that I
already have one to of you today. Each of us must build his
be aware of the 01)1: which exists and unconsciously guides decisionsso
that this data is available to the intelligence. With time, experience

Lattal feedback, we will begin to recognize faulty notions and cast them
o!rtt,,,We'll steal better ones that we've learned from someone else. If we
could have a "pre-post" check, we'd probably lind that the commonalities
among our models were growing. And we'd be on our way to A model
of Jrian which could guide the profession, not jUst one professional.

/Improved consistency between professionals could be added to the im-
proved consistency of an individual.

Now I'd like to share with youmake publicsome of the beliefs
I've come to realize that I hold about the nature of man since I started
taking inventory a couple of months ago. They guide, in extreme cases
dictate, and in other cases at least color, my actions and decisions.
Because I believe they are true of men in general, they also contribute
to my interpretation of the actions and decisions of others . . clients,

other professionals, friends, relatives, strangers anyone whose
behavior I have reason or occasion to interpret. I don't claim truth for
any of them. .1 don't expect agreement on all of them and wouldn't be
taken too ny,!ch by surprise to find disagreement 'on all of them. Even
understanding these underlying assumptions of mine, you may still think
some of my decisions are poor, but at least you'll know a little better
how I got there. My payoff will be, when I make a poor decision, I'll
have given you a better chance to give me constructive feedback for
correcting myself next time.

A little earlier I Made reference to "taking inventory and sorting into
various piles". The sorting process marks the beginning of true model
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making, It regures fair sophistication and some of us cil I do well to
generate a simple laundry list. -When I say "some of US" mean that's
where I'm at. J\. year from ram I may have the beginnings of an organ-
ized theoretical structure, but today I am simply sharing with you some
of inv initial ruminations in the hope that they will interest on and
stimulate you to embark on a similar venturewhich you might later
share with me. The choke of topics is guided not lyy some theoretically
determined evaluation of importance, but by the happenstance of events
in the last two months which have prompted me to think about these
particular issues. I will ask far more questions than I will answer.

I. First of all, all men are NOT created equal: In Abraham Lincoln's
day that was an important thing to say and, like the Bible, it can be
interpreted more or less concretek% lost of us, having observed that
some people are smart, sonic dumb, some beautiful, some ugly, some
healthy, some sickly right from the very beginning of life, take a less
concrete view. For example, thry interpret Lincoln as having meant,
"All men arc created with a right to equal opportunity under the law."
Others steadfast maintain that he meant exactly what he said but that
such variables as intelligence, beauty and health weren't what he was
talking about. He meant spiritual equalityno man's soul is better than
any other man's soul. I don't know what to say about the latter inter-
pretation other than "oh" and then put it in the pigeonhole marked
"Unusable Information". The former is more seductive, but even that
gives me some trouble. Can a legal or moral right offset the limitations
which capabilities impose upon opportunity ?Doesn't it become vacuous

to insist that a person who lacks the capabilities to function without a
constant guardian has, at some philosophical level, as much right to a
college education as anyone else? Or that I have as much right to avail
myself of ice skating lessons as anyone else? Do I have a right to seize
an opportunity to attain a very high level position and then proceed to
demonstrate how "right on" the Peter Principle is?

The trouble with the concept of rights is that it's a two=edged sword.
"Rights under the law" frequently sanctions unkindness and excuses the
individual from concerning himself with this. I have the right to sue you
if you rear end me. Rut how about you? You are ruminating so hard
about your wife'saccident last month and what will happen with your
insurance company if any little thing happens and whammo, your foot
slips off the brake rt..d onto the accelerator. My bumper gets dented a

little. Unless I'm some kind of nut about how my car looks, I should
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care less about the blemish. It's not enough to hurt the resale value of
the car. Hut it would cost $80.00 to put it back like it yas. I've got a
right to insisl (WI that. And be the last straw with your insurance com
pany, And cause you to go on asAigned risk at a couple ul bucks

more than You're paying now. And you don't know how you're going to

Pay for the groceries, lint I've got a right. It WAS ll your fault and
I am innocent as a 70 year old virgin and if you can't keep your mind
on your driving then You should stay off the streers, Right? Righteous?
Hut is it kind?

The concepts of rights and equality are unfortunate. I think they miss
the point. I think they demonstrate man's tendency to try to substitute
power measures (rights concept) and simplistic absolutisms (equality
concept) to prevent men from walking all over each other because he's
given up hope for fairness and kindness from individuals, I recognize that
in the larger society these concepts are necessary. I fear Clint their use
may promulgate more of the problem they Were designed to handle. I

believe that if in the smaller society of our professic. ye could get away
from them and focus on the real al: I simple issue that "all men should
he allowed and helped to do their own thing in ways that don't impose
unkindness and unfairness upon others", we would not only do better
rehabilitation, we might contribute something to the world.

As a result of this kind of thinking, I find that a little part of me
turns off when peop:e talk about rights and equality in the context of
our work. I try to fight it, but I don't always succeed.

2. The second belief was introduced under the last topic: That is,
man tends to fall back on power measures when reason and understand-
ing fail. This is illustrated very early by parental interventions with their
children. After discussing the whys and wherefores of some childish no.no
for what seems like an hour but was probably about three minutes and
the child is still loath to concede, parent says in despair, "Look, I've tried
ro reason with you but you won't listen. Let me make myself perfectly
clear. You yill NOT do such and such again and if you do, you vill
be punished, vou can count on that!" A deep breath, a break, rethinking
why you're not getting through, and three more minutes might have done
it. The child might have really understood why, and not be continually
tempted to rebel just for the sake of showing "You can't do that to me!"
A counselor is using ca qv service funds to pay for private trade -school
training for a client. He knows the client is missing a lot of classes and
messing around when he does attend. Counselor asks him how come. He
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gets double talk for au answel. Instead of trying harder To "walk a inilc
in the other v'tivs shoes" lie gets mail about being double talked and says,

but let me make mysell perfectly clear. Hi ire more unexcugNI
ahsences and you've out.- And lie congratulates himself bit' use 11CS

tough and voti have to he, and at the same rime, he's kind--his leniency
in granting three times proves that. :1, supervisor knows his salaried
salesmen are goofing itrulffiti When ThCv.i'v Supposni to he making sales
calk. He tries to talk it out but because part of the morale/motivation
problem is of his own making; he avoids asking the right questions,
Nobody's going to sock it to the boss unless he his gives reassurance
that he's got the ego strength to take it. Therefore, the right allSwvr$
don't come, the supervisor gives lip and falls back on rumor. "Let me
make myself perfectly clear. You led/ provide documentation of every
contact you claim to have made, clock out. call in. etc.. etc.". How differ-
ent is the outcome from what happens with the little child whose parent
gave up and resorted to power? When power potential is available, it's
so very human to go ahead and use it. Its seductive attributes are four-
fold ; its quick, its easy, its easy to deny that its going to he temporary,
and it serves the dual purpose of venting sonic of the hostility born of
frustration when trying to reason didn't work. The main problem with
power measures Is they don't work. You can create a beguiling facade
of conformance for awhile and for that while your anNicty gets down to
a tolerable level, but what happens to it when the breakthroughs start
happening?

When the other guy "pulls rank" or uses whatever power measure
happens to be at his dis.posal, can we improve problem solving by pausing
to reflect. "Hey, this guy isn't just an autocratic bastard, he's a fallible
human being 11-ho's frustrated; he's giving up, but that doesn't mean I
have to give up and lapse into hostile indignation at being out-powered.
I can still take some responsibility to reintroject hope and work toward
understanding and a reasonable, lasting solution."

3. The next topic has to do with face-saving. A recent issue of
Psychology Today carried an article,on this, and while individuals differ
and triggering situations vary, the need to save face would seem to he
an integral part of man's nature. Men will pay enormous prices to save
or restore face. Self esteem, a la Maslow or others; is probably a key. If
we become aware or imagine that we look like fools in the eyes of others
we feel bad. Why? Probably because we use their apparent esteem for
us as a barometer of how much esteem we may have for ourselves. When
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theirs goes down, outs goes down, and we feel bad. Without getting into
all the complexities of how we need to develop inner standards so that
we aren't reliant on the possibly neurotic or even cruel judgments of
others to feel that we're o.k., we can still look at this tendency in an
effort to understand Sortie things about our superiors, peers, subordinates,
clients and ourselves.

Since sometime in the nineteen forties, there has.been a sign in the old
workshop building at Rancho that shows a picture of a mama dog and
about eight little puppies trailing behind her, The caption vads, "Admit
your errors. 'Frying to hide them only makes things worse", We all
know this. OtT of the nicest things we feel we can say about a person is,
"He's the kind of man who can admit it when he's wrong". Why, then,
is it so hard to follow through and act, consistently, on this wisdom?
Why do we try so hard to rationalize our way out of situations where
it looks like we blew it? Why do we ti y to place the blame elsewhere
onto another individual, another level in the organization, another :igen=
cy? The most likely answer would seem to be because we're afraid we're
going to lose more than face, we're going to lose PLACE. We might
be stripped of desirable responsibilities, demoted or even fired. We're
going to be closed our as infeasible for service on the basis of non-coopera-
tion, we won't get the ear or the books and tuition. But those are seldom
a realistic fear People are so charmed by the ability to admit errors that
you're more apt to earn than lose points by it. Why, then, does the blame
avoidance type of face saving continue to occur? I think one of the rea,
sons has to do with thL ether person or persons involved. Recall Eric
Berne's Transactional Analysis and the game people play called, "Now
I've got you, you son of a bitch" A person might be right on the verge
of admitting, "Boy, I really blew it !" But if he senses the tiniest bit of a
"gotcha" attitude on the part of the person who's helping him see where
he went wrong, or persecution, hostility, disgust, the hackles go up and
the attitude starts shifting toward, "Now wait a minute, it really wasn't
all my fault in the sense that ..." Can we, as the "other person" aid this
difficult type of communication by being very clear in ourselves that we
are not harboring (and therefore nor automatically transmitting) "got
chi" type attitudes or simply impatience which will dam up the flow of
honesty and stimulate the need to save face?
There are other kinds of face saving that concern us. One of the most
celebrated in rehabilitation is pretending not to care, Fo if you fail people
won't feel sorry for yoll. How many unmotivated, uncooperative clients
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who just didn't care and engaged in intolerable behavior (if you're bad
people won't feel sorry for Voti either) have been sent away because we
failed to be sensitive to and patient with the face saving aspect of their
behavior?

It's a troublesome trait, but because it's so common to us all - so
HUMAN need to respect as a simple reality without negative evalua-
tion, because that sets us up to respond to it in unhelpful ways. At the
same time, because it is a potential trouble maker, I think we also have
a responsibility to help each other overcome the need to do it and that
means we don't "protect" each other from the pain of facing errors by
becoming an ally in self-deception. We simply ease the pain (and there-
fore the danger of slipping back into face saving self deception) by
communicating acceptance, recognition that errors are natural and ex-
pected, that our concern is clarity and not blame placing, and that we
understand that if he thinks he's made an error this i going to 'concern
him and we're willing to spend the time helping him think it out.

4. I made a passing reference to "protectiveness" a few moments ago
and would like to expand this a little. Man, not unlike many other spe-
cies, tends to be protective of his fellows. Whether for biologically
determined reasons, or just smart observation that it improves the proba-
bilities for self preservation which gets passed down through animal cul
ture, that's the way a lot of species are. Man, the one animal which has
devised civilizations, has made an institution of it. It doesn't just happen
in our species anymore, we make it happen. This may be both our Sall4V
non and our downfall. On the salvation side, we care enough to pass
social legislation. We care enough to generate dozens upon dozens of
people-helper fields; Some of us even care enough to immolate ourselves
on the doorstep of the oppressor. On the down fall side, we sometimes
overprotect to the point of destroying. The creature reared in asceptic
conditions doesn't have a chance later on when it's exposed to the normal
world because it doesn't have antibody one. The sheltered, pampered
child doesn't have a chance litter on because, he hasn't learned how to
cope with adversity, frustration, disappointment. The mentally retarded
person doesn't have much of a chance to make the most of the resources
he's got if ire'; "protected" from the truth that his abilities in certain
realms are limited compared with others he will meet. You and I stand
a much impaired chance for human growth if significant others in our
lives arc "protecting" us from insight's and recognitions that might cause
us temporary pain. They're in trouble if we're doing that to them,
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Recently a colleague of mine critized another colleague during a Meet-
ing for which I wrote up the- minutes. I included what I thought was a
factual restatement ; it seemed a reasonable criticism the subject would
want to consider and, it appropriate or possible, correct. When she read
the minutes she went to her critic for an explanation. In the face of her
obvious displeasure, he softened the criticism to the point of making it
incomprehensible. He had an opportunity to air something that bothered
him and maybe get sonic corrective action. He Was willing to sacrifice
it to keep her from being up tight Why? Husbands and wive are nowt.-
loin for doing this sort of thing. They hold back criticisms = honest, fair,
reasonable criticisms, till they're ready to explode because they are afraid
the other can't handle it they'll be hurt, they'll get mad. Why? We
know how tough and resilient we are, why do we make the assumption
that others are too fragile, too brittle, to tolerate honest criticism? There
are probably two aspects to the answer. One is simply that we do identify
with other people and when they feel bad, we feel a little bit bad too.
If we're somehow responsible, we feel worse. The other has to do with
self protection. We just might get lambasted back. We don't like to mf-
fer loss of approval either. If we have already "waited too long" and
built up a head of steam - annoyance, antagonism we add self distrust
to the problem. We're not sure we can be fair and in control of our
emotions.

If we really want to improve our functioning and help our buddies
improve theirs. l think we must reappraise the validity of these assump-
tions of fragility we make about others; expect that the initial reaction
to criticism is apt to be some defensive flak; have faith that if ve bear
with him throught this understandable reaCtion he'll cony, around to
looking at the other side of it ; be willing to risk the possibility of counter
c-iticism; have faith that he'll be as patient with our flak as %Ye were
with his. I think we have to take the working assumptions that others
Want to do a conscionable job, are strong enough to make use of con-
structive feedback, and that they are fair.

What I'd like to share with you now is on a little shakier footing in
my own thinking, but because it's such a central issue in our profession,
I'll try to stutter nut where I think I am on this one. It may he man's
nature to. be engaged in some kind of "work'' which lie views as useful
to himself or even contributory to someone beyond himself, but it's very
hard for me to imagine that the great engineer gave us a gene that makes
us need to be "employed" for money and that anyone who seems not to
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have that need is either a mutation or cly-onicallv ilyin(,-2: in the face of
his genetic reality. Straw man, right? Nobody thinks that.

Hut does aliyone you know operate in such a way that you would al-
most believe he thought that? Are there any programs arounn that give
you the feeling there's some such premise involved? Do clients ever get
a message to the effect, "if you don't value gainful employment there's
something wrong with you, but we're here to help you get straight"?
If that does happen, what does it do to the relationship with the person?

Many books and articles have been written on the relationship between
man and his work. I've read some of. them: I've talked and listened to
other people talk. The one thing that seems to he clear is that no one is
very comfortable about whether the need to work is inherent in man's
nature: This makes it somewhat difficult for people who have dedicated
their lives to a thing called vocational rehabilitation. Philosophically,
PhYtlicians.seem to have it easy: Who could doubt that it's GOOD to be
healthy? We who pattern ourselves after the "medical model" would
like to have a touchstone just as solid like it's GOOD to be gainfully
employed. But we don't: How then do we reassure ourselves that our
efforts are Worthwhile?

Agency identification offers one way. "I work for an agency that takes,
as a working stance, the assumption that gainful employment is GOOD
and therefore, whether I believe it at a deep, philosophical level or not,
I, too, will take that as a working stance and do my utmost to achieve
the goals it implies. I can't know what mankind needs, but I do know
what my agency wants, so I will work for that." This can get you
through the eight-hour day when you're too busy working to think
(maybe one of the reasons we believe work may be necessary to our
psychic economies) but it doesn't always get you through the quiet
moments at home with the relaxing martini. Those are the times when
the nagging doubts sneak in; am I just temporizing? When the labor
supply so far exceeds the job demands anyway, is it sonic kind of crazy
to imagine that it's important to add more people to an already glutted
market? A lot of whom don't seem to I'ant to be there anyway? Is there
a resolution to this dilemma? Or is the resolution simply learning to live
comfortably with the prospect that only our descendants, through history,
will know whether we were fools or "movers and shakers of the world"?
And that meanwhile, we can do no more than to take our working stance
and do the hest we can?
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That conies close to being my resolution. For today. Tomorrow, it
may have changed. Maybe as a result of something you will sav after I
finish this presentation.

One thing about man's nature and work I do believe very strongly.
That is, however, inherent the need may be, it is NOT number one on
the hierarchy.. When people are unhappy, they don't work very well.
When their love relationships are disturbed or painful, they may have
trouble "getting motivated" where work is concerned. When the mortg-
age is being foreclosed and the doctor bills are mounting, they have
trouble concentrating on doing a job if they have one and even more
trouble looking for one if they don't. This is hardly news. -We're all
familiar with Maslow's need hierarchy which puts survival, security, love
way before self actualizationfor which man's work is a vehicle.. But
do we sometimes operate as if we'd forgotten that? Do we sometimes get
so fixed on our goals, priorities, time pressures, agency pressures, that we
try to short circuit this natural progression of need-meeting in the client?
And failing this probably impossible task, send him away as "not ready"?
With little or no guidance as to how to "get ready"?

Sometimes we may try to build delusions fur the dim to hold on to.
"Look, I know that your family scene, your love scene, your social scene,
your fiscal scene, are all bummers right now. But if you'll just hang in
there and get your vocational stuff together, you'll find that having one
aspect of your life stabilized will give you better footing in all the others.
If you're working, your fiscal scene will automatically get better, you'll
have a chance to meet some new people, you'll be out of your family's
hair. Getting c.6-work.is really the via regia to getting straight in all
those areas". But what if he just can't do it? I sometimes suspect that
some of us professiorial types have learned to skip rungs on the ladder
(which might be our undoing; especially if one rung was love) but
maybe the client hasn't perverted his nature with hypertrophy of the
intellect and is strictly a first-things-first type of guy, An exPlanation that
was intended to be helpful can rest pretty heavily on a client left saying
to himself, "He's telling me the only wayand I just. can't do it.".Back
to Mallow's need ladder. Self esteem is also more basic than self actuali-
zation and what have we done when we've contributed to undercutting
that?

There was a time when work was an instrument for meeting the most
basic need of survival. This is no longer true. In this society, We don't
let people starve because they don't work. Work is now an instrument
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for meeting the higher level needs of self esteem and self actualization.
FOR SOME OF US! If a person doesn't sec work as a proper instru-
menr for meeting his needs for self esteem or he doesn't have much of a
felt need for self actualization, as we see it, anyway, why is he going to
work? How do we get him to? By imlucing guilt if he doesn't? fly
"selling" our value system?

We've looked at the helpfulness of agency identification, now let's look
at one of the dangers. We accept the working stance of our agency that
moving people into gainful employment is not only worthy, it is y,.hat
we're paid to do. We also recognize our limitations as to expertise. We're
not psychotherapists, we're not gurus, we're vocational rehabilitators. If
we were psychotherapists in private practice or gurus our sole account-
ability would be to the patient or the one-who-is learning. But We're
nor. Most of us are paid by and therefore also accountable to the tax-
payers! Whose agent are we? WhenT To what extent? What are the
rules of loyalty?

Probably rather realistically, we tend to assume that what "the tax-
payers" want is to get those guys off welfare. We're tired-of supporting
them. We know there are exceptions, we're taxpayers and we don't feel
that way (do we?), but we're a biased sample by dint of occupational
choice. Probably equally realistically, we observe that a number of our
clients don't share either our or the taxpayers' enthusiasm for gainful
employment. Bur they do need help to achieve a happier state of being.
Do we place our loyalty with the client and say,. "Forget the taxpayers,
their values are materialistic, dehumanized, .WRONG. I'm going to use
their money to do what I think is right for the client as a human being
and maybe, eventually, he'll go to work and my conscience will be
assuaged''. Or do we place our loyalty with the taxpayers and say,
"Look, client, I can appreciate your other bangups, but everyone else has
their problems too and they don't sit around and let other people support
them. You have a responsibility to society (the people who are picking
up the tab for your groceries) to take care of yourself and then you can
start working on the other stuff." Do we alternate between these two?
If 5o, what determines which way we go? Personal liking for the client?
William Buckley's persuasive eloquence on T.V. the night before? Do
we get confused trying to keep the faith in opposite directions at the same
time without recognizing that it's going on?

When it first oceured to me that I, a People Helper, might in some
sense be an agent for the state, I almost curled up like a dried leaf and
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blew away. But it was a reality 1 had to face very explicitly before
stood a chance of understanding why some of my messages and actions
seemed contradictory; they conformed to whichever loyalty was most
salient to me at the time. Awareness has not only served as a tool for
increasing clarity, it has focused the necessary goal of uniting the two
loyalties; both in my own thinking, and out in the world of reality.
When the client wants to go to work as badly and as quickly as the pro-
gram hinders want him to, there is no problemthe loyalties arc one.
When this is not the case, it may be that-the first step toward resolution
is simply to acknowledge it honestly to the clientL-you're there for him
as far as you can be, but you also have another master.

The private practice psychotherapy model cannot be our model. When
we try to assume it we get in trouble because we're automatically sending
double messages to the clientone we want to send because it conforms
to the model (of being solely the patient's agent) and we respect it, and
one we try to hide or deny because it doesn't conform, we're not sure
we respect it, and, more to the point, we're not sure we can COPE with
it because no one has ever sanctioned it by including it in a model. How
can I build a trusting relationship with a client when I'm telling him,
"onlyhalf of me is on your side"? I suspect a great deal more easily
than when tirat-Vthe reality but you're not telling him. We know what
happens to people's lav,vior when it is premised on denials of reality.
What happens to us? Forifie---lz:asons implied here if for no others, it
seems to me we must build models 1111-&take into account ALL of our
realities instead of adopting pre-existing modeTS--vAich only partially, and
maybe dangerously, apply.
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A pretentious title such as this deserves pretentious treat but I

must express my regrets that I ;ma incapable of writing the traditionally
scholarly paper. I hope I rill be forgiven if my personal experiences in
thirty yezrs of vncatkirutl rehabilitation tend to dominate this lecture and
that my personal biases may be all too clearly evident: 1 have lived through
most of the eventful years of the vocational rehabilitation program and
have reached that age where I can be considered one of the pioneers in
the field. Someone has defined a pioneer as a maladjusted person, discon-
tented with traditional ways, who strikes out into the uncharted wilder-
ness and is usually buried in an unmarked grave.

I am particularly pleased to have this opportunity to return to Los
Angeles since it was here that I began my career in governmen- in 1934
and subsequently in vocational rehabilitation in 1941. I was prepared
to become a teadier 4.1 ten the Depression struck and along with thou-
sands of other hopeful graduates vent dom to the Los Angeles Armory
in 1934 in response to a news story about the government employing
teachers in a new emergency program. There were long lines of hopeful
candidates and I seleered the shOrteg. It 'proved to be the wrong line
since I found when I reached the interviewer I was hired as a "social
worker" in the Emergency Relief Administration, Three years of this
work in the heart, of the inner city qualified me for an interviewer posi-
tion in the State Employment Service where I became the "Selective
'Placement lriterviewer" This led inevitably to the position of Vocational
Rehabilitation Counselor. So, as the result of this careful vocational
planning, I became director f the program for twelve years,

During ow work in the Emergency Relief Administration I was as-
signed to the "Watts" area of Los Angeles which was the beginning of
my education in the fife and problems of the resident of the ghetto. At

67]
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that time there were no public service offices in Watts with the exception
of the Emergency Relief office. There were no health facilities and those
in need of medical care had to take a circuitous route by bus and street-
car to the General Hospital where after waiting all day one might be
seen by an over-worked resident, There were 110 recreational facilities
outside of the pool halls and the street. Unlike most jobless people during
the Depression, unemployment was an old, old story, and it was there
I first heard the bitter comment from Blacks: "Last to be hired, first to
be fired."

When I became a counselor I again drew the Watts area. After seven
years there was no substantative change in conditions although with the
War beginning there appeared to be more job possibilities. I recall refer-
ring several Black and Mexican-American clients to a War Production
Training program in a nearby white suburb to be trained for riveting
jobs in the burgeoning aircraft industry. Those attending the day classes
experienced only normal humiliation ; those who tried the night classes
found themselves routinely picked up by the local police if found in this
suburb after dark. The War was well along before this practice was
curbed.

When I became director I found that I had taken over a program that
was entirely staffed with white personnelwho also were probably
Anglo.-Saxon Protestants, Why was this? I went to various organizations
of minorities and found that they felt most state agencies were closed to
Blacks and Mexican Americans. The civil service system seemed admira-
My designed to perpetuate this discrimination. To qualify for a job,
clerical or professional, it was necessary to apply. It was alleged that
sonic minority applicants were rejected at that point On specious grounds.
If the applications were accepted, a written examination geared to the
middle class college graduate had to be surmounted. Those few who sur-
vived then underwent an oral interview which almost invariably elimi-
nated the rest.

It was difficult to convince these groups that I meant it when I told
them that the door was now open, that these opportunities were "for
real." It was in 1952 that we hired our first Black counselor of voca-
tional rehabilitation in the United States, What a commentary on a so-
cial program whose mission was to help overcome handicaps to employ-
ment!

In 1952 the California program was a leader in the Nation in numbers
of rehabilitations, During my ten years as cnunselor and supervisor
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learned every trick in the book on how to bet numbers and may have in-
vented a few: The staff ..I gathered around me as director were as
disenchanted as I with our past practices and together we undertook a
major change in program emphasis. Many years before it became fashion-
able we instituted a priority system in which preference was given to
welfare recipients, to the severely disabled, and to "those applicants who
most clearly represent a social and economic liability to the state." This
was not just an ambittous objective, but in light of the climate at that
time was probably foolhardy. It was my observation: based on a close
knowledge of the California program and fairly complete knowledge of
other states, that there existed a very real and pervasive prejudice against
welfare recipients among many rehabilitation permumel. The common
rationalization was, "With tall of the many more 'favorable' applicants
coming to our doors why do we waste our efforts on clearly non-motivat-
ed People?" We were only partly successful in our efforts and encount-
ered varying degrees of hostility and opposition from some staff members.
The attitude of the Federal office could be called guarded praise: Credit
was given for our efforts to innovate, but an element of fear persisted
that such a drastic shift would reduce our numbers of rehabilitated cases,
which certainly proved to be the fact, It was almost twenty years before
the national administration of the program made :the welfare recipient a
high priority and incentive funds were budgeted to encourage the states
to greater efforts in serving the dependent and the disadvantaged.

mention these early efforts at innovation because vocational rehabili-
tation in its fifty years of life has been slow to change and has clung
rather tenaciously to concepts and practices cinch must be reexamined if
ve are to siirviye in the years ahead.

In the fifty years of its history vocational rehabilitation has dernoliStrat-
ed sonic principles which are still as valid and effective as can he found
in an of the so-called "helping services." The emphasis on goal-orienta=
don in dealing- with disabled persons has proved to he a strong influence
in the direction of comprehensive planning with specific services mobilized
to achieve a concrete resulta job. The tradition of a one-to-one relation-
ship with one counselor (ideally) carrying a rehabilitation program from
beginning to end has been demonstrated to be a highly effective means
of achieving the result of employment: At its hest, vocational rehabilita-
tion has functioned on the assumption that every hillnari being is un
With unique talents, interests, and potential and deserves the best talents
of an individual counselor to realize his potential. 1-here is now a grow-
ing belief that the relationship may be actually cheaper trom a rost-henefit
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standpoint than many et the "mass programs- vhich attempt to deal
with large numbers. "file -results of the project funded jointiv hy the
Office of Economic Opportunity and Vocational Rehabilitadon here in
the Watts area point to a clear cost-benefit advantage in favor of the
traditional "rehabilitation approach" in serving the non-disabled. I di ink
we can point to the landmark project carried out in Woods County,
Wisconsin as another example to prove that the one-to-one approach need
not be prohibitively costly as compared to the mass approach.

Probably the single uniquc feature which distinguishes vocational
rehabilitation from other programs in the so-called "manpower field" is
this practice of working with each individual client to develop an indivi-
dual plan based on his particular needs. Admittedly, the ideal is not
always found in practice and there are some counselors who undoubtedly
stereotype their clients and route them into similar stereotyped
occupations.

In one sense, vocational rehabilitation is anachronistic in this regard.
Through the centuries the thoughtful men who wrote the great books of
our culture consistently regarded people as individual human beings. The
concept of man in the mass is essentially a twentieth century development.
Some justification for this mass approach can be found on the basis of
sheer weight of numbers and the necessity to plan broad programs for
large categories of people. Rut human beings are seldom able to solve
their problems as part of a category and the dubious results from many
of our mass programs are undoubted l due to this failure to recognize
that different people have different problems needing: different solutions.
It is to he hoped that vocational rehabilitation will never lose this invalu-
able focus upon the individual,

Inevitably, A lary E. Switzer has said it better than anyone: That
thf, public attitude that is communicated to the people served is a
matter of caring, and that every single thing that is done haf; to be
motivated by that deep, personal emotional commitment to an in-
tlivdual. This cannot be muted or watered-down, From the top to
the bottom, this is the essential ingredient tha makes rehabilitation
unique, desired and successful."
A concern of mine which lulls been growing through the years relates

to the rezioirement in many state vocational re' abilitation programs for
possession of the masters degree in rehabilitation counseling, as a condition
of employment at the j01.1111VVIllart ieVel: For any years vocational reha-
bilitation agencies struggled to gain recognition of the unique problems
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of the rehabilimtion counselor and the 1954 amendments to the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Act, which established the graduate programs in
our field, were viewed as the answer to our needs. In practice, however,
only a relatively small minority of counselors employed by the state a.,!=en-
cies Faye come from the graduate programs. One survey indicated that
four out of five counselors hired over a live-year period came from other
fields.

However, many state agencies continue to place great weight upon
the possession of the masters degree to the point where I suspect this is
motivated more by a desire to raise salaries than by a real conviction that
a higher quality of service will he given our clientele. I know of one state
where a counselor may not compete for a promotional examination to a
supervisory position without n masters degree. Surely we must all admit
that there are exceptional persons among us without any degrees whose
level of educational attainment is far superior to many with advanced
degrees. I am pleased to note that California still permits substitution of
experience for education for the counselor position, which has made it
possible for a number of talented people to progress in the field even
though they may not even have attained a bachelor's degree.

This excessive weight being given to degrees is a very real harrier in
the case of para-profeSsional aides who are being increasingly employed
by nian' states. While we do lip-service to the concept of a "career lad-
der", in reality it may he a cruel hoax, since many of these positions are
literally dead-end jobs regardless of the fact, that many so-called "aides"
are performing at a level far above the inadequate wage level at which
they are recruited.

Of major interest in discussing this whole problem of artificial barriers
to employment and advancement is the March 8, 1971 decision of the
United States Supreme Court in the ease of Griggs vs. Duke Power
Company. In a far-reaching opinion, which received surprisingly little
press notice, the court held that the requirement of a high school diploma
or success in a standardized general education test as a condition of ern-
ploN,ment is prohibited by the Civil Rights Act of 1964. There are
numerous cases in various courts throughout the country which undoubt-
edly will be heavily influenced by this decision, There are those who
believe that the decision could ultimately place in doubt the validity of
many of our Civil Service examirtimg procedures and requirements for
advanced degrees as a condition of employment or promotion.
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Chief justice \Varren Burger summed up what many of us are begin-
ning to believe: ... any tests used must measure the person for the job
and not the person in the abstract." But still in many states the para-
professional is told he must first get his B.A. degree and to really pro=
gress in the field, get that Master's. Why cannot we relax our rigid
professional standards and allow for the exceptional person? Is profes-
sionalism leading us into a closed-shop cid de sac?

Closely related to the issues of artificial degree requirements is another
practice in vocational rehabilitation which many people feel needs reeval-
uation. Vocational rehabilitation Was Irix in coming to the belief that
"professionalization" was necessary and was equally late in coming to
the use of standardized tests as a means of determining the potential of
our applicants. When I entered the field, intelligence and aptitude tests
were rarely used and we depended heavily upon the interview, the work
history, and our innate mystical ability to "si:e up" anybody in terms of
work potential. During the forties and fifties the use of standardized
tests increased astronomically with many state vocational rehabilitation
programs having full-time psychologists on the staff. In my last years in
California it was routine to require a battery of tests for every applicant
although many supervisors felt that relatively little use was made of diem
by counselors. In some cases I came to believe that excessive weight given
test results resulted in denial of service or limitation of service to certain
applicants who did poorly on tests because of the almost inevitable cul-
tural bias found in most of our instruments.

On this subject I like to recall an account I read in the Harvard
Educational Review of a project involving the administration of the
Goodenough "Draw a Man" test (which I had been led to believe was
free of bias) to children in some fifty countries throughout the world.
As I recall, the group who scored lowest, with IQ's in the fifties, were
Bedouin Arab children. The highest group were Hopi Indian children,
who scored close to the genius class. Upon analysis, it was found that
the Arab children were forbidden by their religion to "draw a man",
which was apparently the equivalent of setting up a graven image. The
Hopi, on the contrary, has had several thousand years of tradition in
pictorial drawing. So much for the validity of the culture free test.

A rather shocking example of the danger of making judgments on
the basis of culturally biased tests came to light when I .net a young
American Indian college student, who was performing successfully at the
Junior year level. This person vith a language handicap, a mild speech
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impediment, (and dark skin ) was placed in a class for the mentally re-
tarded at an early age. Fortunately, someone realized the error before
serious damage was done, but one can only wonder how many children
have been irreversibly damaged by being given=this arbitrary label. People
in California should know of the successful suit brought by a group of
parents- of Mexican-American children enjoining a school district from
placing such children in classes fur the mentally retarded unless they had
tested using the Spanish language.

With greater emphasis in vocational rehabilitation agencies upon serv-
ing greater numbers of the disadvantaged surd minority groups, one must
Nvonder whether the traditional evaluative methods used so long on
middle class applicants is working to the detriment of persons from a
'different culture. We must face the fact that the preponderance of our
counselors in the field come from middle-class backgrounds, with middle-
class values, and are obviously most comfortable with applicants who
meet their own stereotypes.

As an example of such unconscious stereotyping, I once read a case
in which the counselor recorded an interview with a lexican-American
applicant: "He was inappropriately dressed in a blue suit with a white
shirt and necktie." Manifestly, he should have appeared in dungarees and
\vork shoes if he expected service. The point I wish to make is that there
is a very real danger that our vocational rehabilitation agencies can over-
look very real potential among handicapped persons who came to us with
differing cultural backgrounds, limited education, or a history of menial
employment. As Eric Hoffer once said "Most people are lumpy with
talent," We in rehabilitation, of all people, should be sensitized to spot-
ting such talent and opening up the widest opportunity for people,
regardless of test results, school grades, or a background of menial-jobs.
A successful psychiatrist I know, who happens to be Black, once told he
had been counseled in high school into upholstery as a career. Fortuhately,
the War and the G.I. Bill opened the professional doors to him.

Much of the foregoing could be summed up in the catch-phrase, low
expectations produce low achievement" Experiments have shown, for
example, that when teachers are told that certain children should show
a sudden spurt in achievement in a given period, they usually do so. As
a young counselor I recall striving vainly to identify any occupation which
might be possible for a severe athetoid boy whole sole asset appeared to
be a sweet disposition. I failed, and years later was rocked to find him
performing a complex and precise operation on instruments, one which
all logic, reason, and aptitude tests proved was completely impossible.
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Obviously, lily expeetati, t%-ere low. based on his alinnst total lack
of coordination, st!VVII! SNACK 1-W1)1)1(111S, 11 Ctic ediieation, and it VIIC 1 V

11PrepO$SCSSIng aliDea 1tiicC. hi those days we had riot really found the
secret of using workshop experience as a form of reality testing for those
who could not compete with inn. conventional tests, II-owner, someone
felt this athetoid boy would have 3 chance and in the face (if all judge-
ments by the experts li proceeded to demonstrate high ability.

now t]1 Lit address myself to a sensitive subject about which we used
to speak less freely. It has been charged for many years that vocational
rehabilitation programs are interested soley in numbers and that this has
tended to water down out _services to individuals. It is undeniably true
that almost without exception our annual statistical reports appear to
rank states solely on the basis of cases closed rehabilitated. The complaint
of Mally Col ii lieltirS is that no matter how much they may have labored
over a ditficti:t case or how intensive the service provided, they all look
Jost the same" as far as Washington is concerned. Counselors cynically
say that the way to progress in a state program is to learn die tricks )f

getting numbers and close one's eyes to the real needs of clients One
described the process "Get a medical, pat him tin the back, give him a
fronting license, and wait until you catch hint on a job.'

, . , ,I was an early dissenter to the philosophy that tins "oony,count" was
the only possible method of evaluating the effectiveness of a state pro-
gram or of a counselor. For many years I have advocated some means
of weighting "rehabilitations" to allow for some measure of qualitative
evaluation rather than the purely quantitative one now in use. The
problem is not insobiable and a number of proposals have been made
v-hich I believe could be adopted which would give recognition to
the genuinely effective rehabilitation casework provided b many counse-
lors. I continually hear from counselors that the Federal agency has
established 'quotas" of rehabilitated eases and this is the reason for the
expelicnt or the shoddy casework sometimes found. Iii all honesty, in my
thirty years no Federal official ever speeilienllv set a quota for me or fly
agency. However, the continual ranking, of tares on the basis of num-
bers has undoubtedly created a climate in which the states feel they must
set quotas for counselors in order to justify their existence.

Manifestly, those who provide the funds for our programs have the
right to expect measurable results. It has become a truism that any
severely disabled person can be rehabilitated if we are willing to spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars and the full time of a counselor for an
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tin' Hired ne rind, With lied ceiliripp On blIdgCL4 :Intl far more potential
applicants than we can ever serve, it is obvious that an agency can serve
only a segment of the total handicapped population. The problem In,

which :;eginent- A g ott ing criticism of vocational rehabilitation pro-
grams, iniw beginning to come from legislators and budget people, is that
our agencies tend to set onvritten priorities in which selection preferences
results in a disproportionate number of less disabled, bright, middle class
applicants while screen out the more severely disabled, the disadvan-
taged, the less educated, and minorities, In some states this has undergone
rapid change and out-reach programs in poverty areas are producing a

,

shift in case loads and in program emphasis. The recent policy of the
Federal agency in giving high priority to serving recipients of public
assistance is undoubtedly resulting in marked changes in the nature of
our case loads in many states. I personally have strongly supported this
policy but triedsto put it into effect twenty nears; before it became fashion-
able. My reasons, however, inns, differ from those who feel ?mphasis
upon the welfare recipient is necessary in order to show measurable
dollar savings. I have always felt a strol,, moral obligation to make our
services, which at their best are among the most valuable vet found, to
those who simply cannot find the resources within themselv.%; or within
their communities to meet daily crises, let alone solve long standing
problems. Most of on Counselors grew up in an affluent society and
may never attain real insight into the deadening influence of poverty, the
erosive effects upon the human spirit of poor housing, poor medical cares
and above all the sense of alienation in a society which heavily equates
material possessions with success, a lesson hammered home daily by our
television through that apparently necessary penalty we pay for the fruits
of r industrial society, the advertising industry.

One effort that is being made by some governmental agen tiles is fte
borrowing of certain techniques which are: supposed to have proven their
effectiveness in industry. Basically they can be; summed up -as the quest
for objective measurements although they may go under the various
names. Currently "Management by Objectives;' is being rapidly adopted
by most consulting firms who depend upon innovative techniques to per-
petuate themselves. Certainly no one can quarrel with the premise that
every employee should clearly understam. the scope of his job, his goals,
or the mission of his organization Several problems, however, arise when
these methods are superimposed bodily upon programs that are primal-qv.
people oriented." Theoreticallv, these techniques are successful when
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your mission is building a plane or a tank (although am,- caswil leading.
of pninii:ils of industrial management leave ilia impression Ina: the ohl
problems ot staff turnover. expensive re-hiring, employee dissatistaction,
and lov.- production arc still with us). A major problem is the iii,TP-SC:Ited
resistance of many persons to the thought that they are "units rather
thail p(ople, ihat work must be performed "by the numbers" with little
(ii- Ill) chance for individual variation.

In my experience in administration I arrived at a few pr1nc7ples which
I tholudit worked for me. One was that you first have to be lucky in the
pcople you gathered around you, J have :Limos' always been lucky and
my colleagues have been people will.) vere videly diversified in their
interests and approaches to work. 1 have al ays tried to regard them as
individuals, some of whom may have appeared outwardly more "efficient"
than others but all of whom were able to express their individuality,
their creativity, and their individual ways of approaching problems.
Probably the most saiccessful "manager" I ever knew 'vas a person with
the proverbial steel-trap mind, with superb ability to organize an °ilia!
or a new program, but who unfortunately was a detestable human being
whose on]: friends were those dependent upon him fur favors or prefer
Merit. I have always believed that staff meetings should be limited to
those occasions when it is necessary to reach a consensus this necessarily
reduced the number drastically. knowing that most of my collelgues put
in far more than the required forty hours a week 1 was considered
deplorably weak in enforcing strict office hours, whic: caused me some
trouble with higher authority. Above all. I have religiously practiced the
method of ensuring that work performed by a subordinate Nvas credited
to that subordinate. Further, in all of ow career T have never asked any
employee to write a speech for me, a practice which may be justified in a
high elective officiid but which to ine is degrading for most administrators
in our field.

Psychologists and .nanagement authorities for generations have specu-
lated endlessly on what motivates people to work, effectively and pro-
ductively and harmoniously. Harry Levinson in an article in the July-
August 1971) Harvard Business Review conies close: "Every organiza-
tion is a social system, a network of interpersonal relationships. A man
may do an excellent job by objective standards of measurement and .fail
miserably as a partner, subordinate, superior, or colleague." it has become
axiom that satisfactions other than money are major motivators of people
and drat far rr):)re people lose jobs through personality problems than
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from lack ot competence. Relating these random thoughts to rehahilita-
Lion counseling, while I can support the concept ot reasonable stindardH.
of performance, 1 can also more strongly support the principle that in
our work with people with problems the greatest pnssihle latitude should
be allowed for individual differences among counselors in the manner in
which they work with their clients. The counselor is engiiged in a task
which might not unreasonably be considered as delicate as brain surgery
and in some states we stop his activity in order to "change the status" of
each of his cases, an activity in roost programs as meaning-inl iti taking
inventory of the paper clips, so ar is any use is made of these reports.

.1Iav I now refer to the subject of "research and demonstration" in
rdiabilitation which, bej1-nning iii 1954, %vas to have provided us with
new insights into better ways of dealing with human problems. I under=
stand that (loe to a hundred million dollim have been spent since the
begriming of this program and I am hard pot to remember more than a
handful that I felt had any real impact on the way rehabilitation services
were provided. Part of the reason min have been that an inordinate
number of these projects were simply re-discovering the wheel and prov-
ing the obvious. Another reason could be that much of our research and
demtinistri4jon effort really was an effort to provide needed services
rather than really exploring new techniques. Certainly another reason is
that there are agencies. public and private, who frankly live on grants
and who have no hesitation about taking on any type of activity which
will pay the salaries and overhead.

Another reason looms large in ow opinion and has to do with the
problem of language, The overwhelming huik of our final reports are
simply not written to communicate with people in the field. It is prover-
bial that "researchers write for other reseachers" and some less highly
qualified person should try to put the findings; into English. I have found
it hard to understand why so much of our professional writing, in every
field, is so ineffably dull. To compare a 11th century seientific treatise
with one in the twentieth century von find almost invariably that the
earlier one has more life, more feeling, more grace, and it may even
show enthusiasm! How useful to an administrator or a counselor iri

rehabilitating the disabled is the following quotation from a qua] report
of a research project?

. .
INVolpian-type systematic descnsimailon organized on a group basis

with fear categories and hierarchies selected from aversive work=
related experiences can expediently reduce f,T'ar responses and defen-
sive avoidance reactions blocking client reI,abilitation,"
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This is one I culled from a paper published bv my own department
vi.hich actually purported to "explain a new strategy for delinquency
preven Non :

"A. variety of techniques are available such as multiple regression,
raw and residual gain measure, transition rate analysis, cross lagged
correlation, crn. product moment analysis, and sixteen-fold table
a nalysis
"Alienation is seen as an intervening variable which specifies the
relationship between perceived access to desirable social roles and our
conceptiudization of this relationship suggests a possible interaction
effect."
Why do ve continue to commit these offenses against language in the

name of professional writing? I have speculated dint too often it is the
result 0f on iversity training in lahich clear concise English might be
considered unworthy of the grade one needed to stay in graduate school,
A friend of mine working on his dissertation narrowly escaped failure
because his faculty committee fastidiously suggested that "his writing
wa too much like literature," Gibbon. Huxley, or Darwin could never
have survived the standards of such committees. I believe ;11101 her rCason
is fear of one's peer group; the more sesquipedalian verbiage one uses the
more (me conforms to the norm. Possibly another reason might be the-
uncharitable thought that one doesn't really have much to report and it
is best to convail the fact with professional jargon.

I think if rehabilitation research and demonstration is to have any
future in the next fifty years it must first he meaningful and worth
&ling% 11 iklAt Bite SOMC relevance to the real Heeds of the field, and must
be tvritten so that it can communicate ideas to those who ran put them
into action, Otherwise ,ir researchers will continue to carve cherry-
stones instead of monuments and bury their failures in an avalanche of
kN'hat has been variously cfdled "Jargantua", 4'J ii Edneanto,
or in good old American. Gobblygook."

It would appear from much of the foregoing that I feel that voca-
tional tchab"itation has stood still through these fifty years, This, of
course, Is no true and there have been changes for the good, Many state
programs i-me.showing signs of reacting to the revolutionary social changes
around us. More counselors are rebelling against the dehumanizing
pressure for raw numbers and are openly or surreptitiously serving
people who won't produce the quick, cheap closure which some super-
visors and administrators still see as the ultimate mission,
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But I o :ninnally find myself rimming into stone walls when ! try to
establish a ,ialogue baud on inliightA flhiL. the hithiOn spi logs i)1 r Cur-
rent unrest .oil guessing as to nil r iur survival in the future, not
only as instit:Itions and ag,encies, but as the human race. John (lardner
has put it well elien he said in 1969:

"These arc dark days for the nation, days of controversy, (lays of
violence, days of blind groping. . Nk-Te do not have to look far to
identify signs of age and rigidity in our institutions, The depart-
mews of the Federal Covernment are in grave need
St rite government IN in 1110r ISIIices a nineteenth-century relic; in
most cities, muni-ipal government is a waxwork of stiffly preserved
anachronisms, the courts are crippled by arehaie organizational
,ftrrangements ; the unions, the professions, the universities, the cor-
porationseach has spun its own impenetrable web of vested
interests."
It is not enough ;is iii r; field of rehabilitation to point print, v

to our "production" records and open up a shoVCaSC office in a ghetto
or two. Where we should be in the forefront of struggles against the
causes of disability too often we are passively endurinff them and reacting
rather than taking leadership in bringing abort change. The easy way
out is to blame our current troubles on maladjusted people who should
have been able to overcome their handicaps and achieve success and
respectas I. of course; have so clearly demonstrated in my own life.
Dr. Judd Marmor of Los Angeles in an article called "Psychiatry and
the Survival of fan" makes a point which all in rehabilitation slum ld
take to heart:

"It is not the 'defective' among us but we the 'normal,' ones, who
constitute the problem all of US, the pillar of the community, ihe
state, and the church, with our shared and consensually 'alidated
group attitudes. It is we, the 'normal' people; who continue to fight-
wars, cut down forests, pollute lakes and rivers, poison the atmos-
phcre, destroy wildlife, disci÷;nnate against minorities, and puisue
profit we, the 'normal' people, not the world's neurotics or
psychotics."
California has been the stage' on which several dramas of farreaching

import have been played. While there have been earlier "uprisings" in
ghettos, Vatts in 1:965 'became world news and regardless of our feel-
ings for or against the rioters, the-, started a wave of protest which
probably solved no immediate problems but in signals of smoke told the
world that people would no longer passively endure neglect and aliena-
tion. I can disagree violently with the Berkeley "free speech" movement
but it really was the beginning of an assault on our universities and our
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institutions which has had such impact that higher education can never
be quite the same. And an obscure Chicano in Delano aelii,ved what
every knowledgeable person in the labor movement said %vas impossible
the effective organization of the most dispossessed gnuip in all our
populationthe migrant farm worker. And of immediate iii,erest to us
in rehabilitation, an organization flowered on the beach in Santa Monica
which, in the opinion of many, has proved that former drug users are
more effective in promoting rehabilitation than our most highly trained
professionals. Synanon has changed practically every agency which has
attempted to treat the addictive personality, although we have now
restored our dignity by calling suet people "para-profesSi als" or "con=
sumer involvement."

)ert Schweitzer once said:
"We are burdened with a great debt. We are not free to confer
benefits on these people, or not confer them, as we please. It is our
duty. Anything we give them is not benevolence but atonement."
The Western world carries a great burden of guilt and no country

more than ours., It can partially be summed up in the words of Alvin
Josephy in The Indian Heritage of /interim:

"'I he and unwarlike Arawaks of the lreater Antilles were
described by Columbus is showing as much lovingness as though
they would give us their heat At the same time he was writing
back: to Spain: 'From here, the name of the Blessed Trinity, we
can send all the slaves than =pn be sold.'
Against such a bloody backdrop our history became tainted with

violence, hatred. and racism and we in rehabilitation should know that
part of our role is one of expiating the sins of our forefathers.

I have always thought the much-quoted words of John Donne could
well he a guiding rule for all of us;

"No rMin is in island, entire of itself, Everyman is a piece of the
continent, a part of the main ; If a clod be washed away by the sea,
Europe is the less, as well t6 if a promotory were;
Any man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in Man-
kind ; And, therefore, never send to know for whom the hell tolls;
It tolls for thee."
And, possibly from the sublime to the ridiculous, a line from Norman

Miller y

Bless us all as we explore the night."
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Ashurst, Donald Ivor, 1969 (Educational Psychology). Social System
and Psychological Models in the Labeling of Children as Men-
tally Retarded.

arron; Robert Francis, 1967 (Psychology), Transfer of the Partial
Reinforcement Extinction Effect Across Tasks in Normal and
Retarded Boys.

Carlyle, Melissa Meythaler; 1969 (Education). Comparison of
Methods of Using Film Loops in Job TraiN;ng of Educable
Mentally Retarded High School Students.

Chapman, Mary Veronica, 1967 (Psychology). Measuring Thought
Process as an Ego Function in Schizophrenia, Mentally Re-
tartlet] and N-rtruil Adolescents by Means of the Rorschach.

Clair, Theodore Nat, 1969 (Education). A Study of the Relationship
Retwrn Treatment and Growth and Intelligence in Phenylke-
tonuria Children.

Dobson, James Clayton, 1967 (Education). Intellectual anti Lin-
guistic Development in Treated and Untreated Phenylketonuria
Children.

Dunham, Jack Lewis, 1967 ( Psychology . The Role of Intellectual
Abilities in Concept Learning.

Edgington; Herbert Joe, 1968, (Education). The Administration and
Supervision of Programs for the Educable [entail y Retarded.

Eklund; Liv Helena, 1965 (Educational Psychology). The Relatie
Efficiency of Prompting and Confirmation -Learning Paradigms
in Teaching Meaningful and Meaningless Material to Retarded
and Normal Children.

Erickson, Donald,. 1%9 (Education). Placement Characteristics of
Educable Mentally Retarded and Educationally Handicapped
Children. ; .
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Gclharr, Robert PreAton, 1968 (Special Education), Auditory
crimivation in the Educable Aiernally Retarded.

Gilliland, I larold Gene, 1969 ( Eklucation). Pre,;euratiun ;111,1 Re-
sponse A lodes Affecting f'air'ed i\ssociat C Learniry in Retarded
Children.

I I erz. 1lnrtiiii. 1969 ( r. pedal Education ), Past Failure and Its
Effect nri Devalnation of the Educable Akin-ally Retarded.

justice, Robert Sidney. 1965 ( Social Work). coping Pa tterns of
Parents of llentally Retardo(I Children.

kiraM Richard Albert, 1966 ( Education), Rev and Non-
reversal Shift Performance of Retardates Linder Various Nfoti-
vational and Stimulus Conditions.

McCleerv, Margret Elizabeth, 1969 ( Eduea tion ), The Pr'incipal's
Role in the Organization and Alministration of Classes for the
Educable Mentally Retarded in junior Nigh Seilools.

Newberg. Philip Frederick, 1970 ( Educational Psychology ) School
Achievement and Perceptual and Behavioral Development in
Treated Phenylketonics .arid Children with Learning Disabilities.

Pander, Carol Joyce, 1970 (Psychology). Verbal and lotor Itedia-
tion in Normal Children of Two Ages and Retarded Individuals.

Pinegar, Rex Dec, 1967 (Special Education). A Comparison of a
Conventional Teaching Technique with a Programmed Instruc-
tion rfechnique Aplied to Teaching Basic Arithmetic Addition
and Subtraction Combinations to Normal and Ylentally Retarded
Boys.

Thiel, Richard Henry, 196 (Education ). An Analysis Of Socin
Cultural Factors and Performance of Primary Grade Children.

Weithorn, Howard it, 1969 Education). The Functional Aspects
of Adlerian Constructs in Understanding and ssniting Dis-
advantaged Children.

Schild, 1968 (Social Work.). Parental Adaption to Phenylke
tonur3.

Schuetz, Jack Lee. 1970 (Educational). Job Satisfaction and Dis-
satisfaction Among Teachers of Secondary Educable Mentally
Retarded.

Sharp. Charles Arthur. 1971 (Education). Performance of Retardates
on .Piagetian as a Function of Ethnicity.

Simpson. Robert Lee, 1968 (Education). A Study of the Cr.mpai-:,-
bility of the WISC and the WETS and tbe Factors Contributing
to their differences.



Smith, Ruth Ellen, 1968 (h;,lti ration ). The Effects of Distracting
Stimuli upon Mentally Retarded Mim.rs in the Perlorming of
Different Mind,. of Tasks.

Stern, Flikrold Oscar, 1970 ( Education), The Competence a
Mildly Retarded Population,

Streifcl, john dither, 1971 (Education), `I he Use of the Orienting
Reflex to Test the Zcaman and Hoose Theory of Attention.

Williamson, Malcolm Lynn, 1970 ( Educational Psychology). Treat-
ment Effects on Physical (3rms-th and Mental Development
Among Phenylketunuric Children.

Emotionally Disturbed:

Birnbaum, Louis, 1966 (Education). A Comparative Study of the
Relation of Broken Homes to the Social Class and School Success
of Secondary School Boys.

Chambers, Alma Clyde, 1967 (Education) Psychology). Anxiety,
Physiologically and Psychologically Measured and its Conse-
quences on Mental Testing Performance.

Chapman, Mary Veronica, 1965 ( Psychology). Measuring Thought
Process as an Ego Function in Schizophrenic, Mentally Retarded
and Normal Adolescents by means of the Rorschach,

Deatherage, Richard Marion, 1971 (Education), Modifying Appro-
priate and interfering Behaviors in Autistic Children Using a
System of Behavior :\ rodification 'Therapeutic Teaching.

Forbing, Shirley M., 1970 (Education), An Atmlysis of Teacher
Training Programs for the Education of the Emotionally Dis-
turbed.

Garris, Raymond Philip, 1970 (Education). The Use of Behavior
Rating as an Indicator of Concomitant Development in a Pri,
scriptive Teaching Program.

Goodman, Lee, 1970 (Education). Evaluation of Direct Observation
as an Assessment Technique in a Prescriptive Teaching Program

Lieberman, Jack Noel, 1970 (Education). Effects of a Clinical Edu-
catinal and Behavior Modification Program on
Behavior of a Disturbed Adolescent.
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1Zoclin, lartin, 1966. li,21invi,iral cii iiii and Impolse-(.7ontrul
Ita lances in 1)elinquenev.

1?.osenberg, I i I 1071 (F.ditcational). .-\11 Experimental.
Study of the Effectivenes:s of Special Classes t !sing Behavior

fndification Techniques,
Sussman, Etkvard 1966 (Education). A Projective Look a, the

Education:II Ilistory of Adult _NI..otal Patients.
\Vcing:tcrtner, Arthur Hans, 1969 ( Psychology). The ElIects of

a.Selfel.: Pt ocedine on 11:111ticinator.. alt:Civity in I lospitaiwed
8chiyo1,11TTI1iCS.

Sudo-Educationally Disadvantdged:

Campbell, .7, i via CiratN, 1969 ( Education ). Prekindergarten Training
and Its Relationship to the First Grade Achievement of Educa-
tionally Disadvantaged Children.

Foster, Judilynn h(iscn, 1067 ( Psychology). 'otu Effects of Pre-
school Experience on the Genaral In and Crearvity of
Culturally Disadvantaged Children.

Garbee, Malcom ,1968 (Education). Ethnicity tuuL Aleastms of
Educability: Differences Among Navajo, Pueblo and Rural
Spanish American First Graders on Measures of Learning Style,
Rearing Vocabulary, Entry Skills, fotivation, And firipte
Environment Processes.

Fiepner. Ethel Marion, 1970 (Education). Self-Concepts, Values,
and Neds of Mexican-.Arnerican Underachievers.

McKinstrv, John Arthur, 1969 (Education), The Ailiddle ('ass
Educator and the Culture of Minority- Poverty Youth: An
Analysis of the Reaction of Educators to Selected Experiences in
the Cultural Milieu of Disadvantaged Youth.

Palomares, Uvaldo H ill, 1966 (Education). A Study of the Role of
Mobility in the Acculturation Process of Disadvantaged Mexican-

Americans in the Coachella Valley.
Poillson, Marie Kanne, 1971 (Education), Automatic Paterniug of

Grammatical Structures and Auditory and Visual Stimuli as
Related to Reading in Disadvantaged Mexican, merican
Children.
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Powell, Clyde Franee,i Alien, 1960 Education The Rehabilitation
Of School Dropouts Through an Intensive Summer School
Program.

Sitkei, Emil ( ;ere, 1966 (Education J Comparative Structure 01
Intellect 1,1 and Lower Class Four-Veat-Ohl Children
of Two Ethnic (...;roups.

Tate, Ellleda Jackson, 1966 (Education). An Analvsis of _Health
Education TcNtbooks in Reference ti) the Needs ni the Cut turnlly
Deprived Child.

Taylor. :\ I arc i1 izaheth, I 961L I aveAtigarinn of Patent Factor
,iliffecting Achievement of feNican An:el-lean Children.

White, Isadore Herman, 1969 (Education). Counseling the Children
of the Urban Poor,

Learning DisabilitiesEducationally Handleappe

Ariel, Abraham, 1971 ( Education). Behavior Therapy for Sel
Direction.

Barretta, Norma Podosgek, 1970 (Education . Approach 'leaching
of Educationally liandicapped Students in the Torrance Unified
School Di5triet,

Brady, Richard Campbell, 1970 (Education). Effects of Success and
Failure on impulsivity and Distractibility of .1-hree Types of
Educationally Handit:apped Children.

Brown, oho Lawrence, 1969 ( Education). The Frostig Program
for the Development of Vistral Perception in Relation to Visual
Perception Ability and Reading Ability.

nu re:1, Charles William, 1968 ( Education . Asessmela Va riables
Relevant to the Referral and Placement of Pupils in Educational=
lv Handicapped Classes.

Dakves, Darrel Lee, 1969 (Education A Comparative Analysis of
Thre Approaches to Beginning Reading.

Dian, .Derinis Daniel, 1969 (Education ). The Effect of Three
Classes of Reinforcement on Verbal Operant Conditioning.

Elliot, Robert Thorna, 1966 (Education). Concept Formation A.biilty
in "Brain-Injured" Children of Normal Intelligence.

Feldman, 13ernard, 1969 (Learning Disabilities). Prediction of First
Grade Reading Achievement From Selected Structure-of-Intellect
Factors.
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1141k-es, Mabel Edwina, '967 ( Educational Psvcholory Pcescriptive
Teaching as a Supplement to Behavior toditication in the
Remediation of f.earning Disorders,

Hotchkiss, J4nnes lerel, 1966 ( Educatinn . The rod ificatio:) nf
ilchavior of :I ClaSS of Educationally Handicapped

Child yen 1w Operint Conditioning Techniques,
"'hinter, Carol Pi tschner, 19(8 ( Education ) Classroom Cl mate

and Pupil Characteristics in Special Classes for the Educationally
1.1andicapped.

Knirk, Doyle Alien, 1971 (Education), The Problems of Secondary
Educationally Handicapped Students as Perceived by Their
Teachers,

lachistie, John. 1969 ( Education 1-lome Counseling for Parents
of Educati(mally Handicapped Secondary School Pupils.

Margolese, Arthur, 1970 (Education), The Relationship of IlypeN
acusis to Hyperkinesis amoog P..egular Classroom Pupils :15 Com-
pared to Educationally Handicapped Pupils,

Nivettc, James DeWayne, 1968 (Education). Cognitive, Linguistic,
and Perceptual Handicaps: Discriminant Patterns in Learning
Disorders.

Pendleton, Hugh Richard, 1970 (Education Teacher Recruitment
for Educationally Handicapped Classes,

Platokr, Joseph, 1969 (Educational Pvcho1ozv) Atitudinal Variables
Among Teachers of Exceptional and Non-Exceptional Children,

Richardson, Edkcard Joseph, 1968 (Educational). Administrative
Policies and Practices of Programs for the Educationally Handi-
capped in Selected School Districts of Southern California.

Stark, Shirl A., 1970 (Educational), Demographic Personal and
Social System Variables in Labeling Children. as Educationally
Handicapped.

Sutherland, Samuel Philip, 1966 (Educational Psychology), A Factor
Analytic Study of Tests Designed to 'Measure Reading Ability,

Tenopyr, YTut Y Louise, 1966 (Psychology). A Factor Analytic Study
of Symbolic Memory Abilities.

Giftedness and Creativity:

Cassell, J. W., 1967 (Education). Thl. Administration of Programs
for Academically Talented Students in Selected Secondary Schools
of Texas.
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Davis, SIM. lee Dunn, Pia) (L.:notion .,)T1 Investigation of Selected
Correlates of Academic Achievement Among, Seventh Grade
Pupils.

Handler: Ilarry. 1967 (Educationa Psvclillogy), An analysis of the
Selection Criteria for Assignment of Students to Advanced Place-
ment Classes in the Los Angeles Unified District:

Jordan, Mary Lou, 1969 ( Edwation): An Evaluation of the Resident
Honors Progr:tm for High School Seniors at the University of
Southern California 19b1-1967.

Nicker, Mary Nacol, 1966 ( Educational Psychology). Immediate
Memory and its Correlates with School Aciiciveincnt.

Merchant, Vasant 1968 (Education The Intellectual's Self
Concept:

_Mitchel!, Anita NI:, 1956 (Education), A Program of Free Time
Education for Students of Superior Ability at the Secondary

Nason, Leslie J., (Education),,i Patterns of Circumstances Related to
Educational Achievement of High Schol Pupils of Superior
Ability.

Rent. Ivoune Luisa _Figueroa, 1971 Education), An Exploratory
Study of the Relationship betwea Selected Environmental Vari-
ables and a Measure of Creativity in Children:

Risser, John Joseph, 1966 (Education). The Administration of Special
Academic Classes for the Gifted Pupil in High School.

Van Deren, Richard Howard, 1966. The Developmenr of Selected
Creative Thinking Abilities Through Creative Discussion in the
Seventh Grade Curriculum: An Experimental Investigation,

Wilhoit, Amos ,jesse, 1970 (Education): A Study of Methods of
Instruction for the Intellectually Gifted Student at the Ele-
mentary Level in Southern California Schools.

Yeremian, Thins Sherman, 1966 (Education). Creative Thinking
and Academic Achievement of Honors Students at the University
of Southern California:

Communicative Disorders;
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Programs

University of Southern California

Graduate Study in the Education
of Exeentional Children

in Special Education

Teacher training:
This program consists of both in-service and pre-service training. These
are primarily at the graduate level although an undergraduate sequence
is available to young people interested hi special education. At present the
USC teacher preparation programs are accredited in the areas of mental
retardation, speech correction and lip reading, deaf and hard-of-hearing,
and physically handicapping conditions. Credentials to teach education-
ally handicapped, emotionally disturbed, nd/or neurologically handi-
capped do not exist in California at present, but a complete sequence of
courses does exist in teacher preparation.

B. Graduate degree programs:
The School of Education and the Department of Special Education offer
our basic degrees: Master of Science in Education, Advanced Master of

Science, Doctor of Education, and Doctor of Philosophy.

rviaster of Science in Education:
This is the basic degree in the School of Education and is closely con-
nected with teaching credential programs. For persons interested in
teaching positions and who do not desire a -higher degree, it is possible to
complete the I.S. without a thesis after completion of the required
sequence of courses. Fellowship students are expected to complete one or
more special education teaching credentials as part of their master's
program.

Advanced Master of Science:
This is a sixth-year degree and includes the writing of an advanced study
somewhat beyond the level of a master's thesis.

1951
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Doctor of Education and Doctor of Philosophy:
Doctoi al programs in special education offer advanced preparation for
leadership or research in the areas of Administration of Special Educk
tion, Education 0 ithe Emotionally Disturbed; Education of Children
with Learning Disabilities. Education of the Alentallv Handicapped,
Education of the Gifted, Education of the Physically handicapped
and Research in Education of Exceptional Children.

C. Special Programs
Evelyn Frieden Center for

Educationally Handicapped Children
The Dcwrtment of Special Education operate the Evelyn Frieden Cen-
ter for Educationally Handicapped Children which is located in the
Waite Phillips Hall of the School of Education. The Center provides
the graduate student in Special Education a -specially designed and
equipped facility for precise study of teacher-child interraction, precision
teaching, and a laboratory- for research and development of materials and
methods. Par the teacher engaged in advance studies at the University,
it offers opportunities to investigate and test new methods in dealing
with children in individual as well as group sessions.
Thc Frieden Center is Staffed by the faculty of the Department of
Special Education with Dr. William Ruoff Director, Dr. Robert
Rutherford - Associate Di7.-,-etor, kind Mrs. Rene Dubins Coordinator
of Services.
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Instructional Materials Center for
Special Education:

The united States Office of Education established one of its regional
materials centers at LISC. AA an adjunct to the Department of Special
Education it offers students a wealth of materials resources, library, and
bibliographic print-outs from its computer retriev;d system.

JOHN TRACY CLINIC

The University and John Tracy Clinic have combined their resources to
offer a program designed to train teachers of the deac especially the deaf
of preschool and elementary school age. The program coordinates the
specialized training of the deaf with nursery and elementary school
philosophy, child growth and development, and the adjustment and guid-
ance of parents of deaf children. The courses in the program are regular
University courses, designed to meet degree and teaching credential re-

quirements for those studying to qualify as teachers of the deaf.
The John Tracy Clinic operates under the direction of 1)t, Edgar
owel
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Faculty of the
Department of Special Education
University of Southern California

A. JEAN AYRES. Ph.D., Visiting Pro;'ess,or of htcarin, Research in
Perceptual- \ I otor I )vs functions.

LEO F. 131.:SCA( iLlA, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Education,
.earning, i)isahilities of the Educationally IlandicappeL

JOE ;. cos. E(.1), Associate Professor of Educaiion,

WYLDA 1-1AXIMOND, Asl,ociate Professor of
School of ledicine, Physical Handicaps and Director
Affiliated Program.

GERALD S. HASTEROK, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education;
Learning Disabilities of the Educationally Handicapped, Department
Chairman.

l'ediat rics,
Un lye tv

Ll A I II I RSC 4, Ph.D., Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education,
Mental Retardation:

RICH AR I) KOCH, M.D.. Professor of Pediatrics and Adiunct Pro-
fessior of Education, Children's Hospital, Rsearch. Physical Handicaps,

[coral Retardation.

El G: 1,CAVELI, Profesmr of Education and Administrator

of the John Trao Clinic, Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing.

CER Al I) I. LIM ID., Assisr f 2ro, t 01 of Ivchjarry :Ina
AS':ThSrall t Professor of Education.

BERT MacLEECII, Ed,D,Associate Profes4ir of Education.. Arent:if
Ret:n dation. Vocational Rehabilitation.

JAMES F. IAGARY, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education. Direc-
tor of Education Training, University Affiliated Program, Physical
Handicaps, Gifted, Research.
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ROBERT B. McINTYRE, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Educat
Research.

C. EDWARD MEYERS, Ph.D., Professor of Educat 1- Research,
Mental Retardation:

DORIS OKADA, Eu.D., Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education.

MARTIN ROSENFELD, MD., Instructor of Pediatrics, School of
A [edicinc, Children's Hospital, Research, Mental Retardation.

LINDA ROWE, ALA., Lecturer, Deaf and Hard=of,Hearingrolio
Tracy Clinic.

WILLIAM N. RUEFF, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education,
Behavioral Disorders of the Educationally Handicapped.

ROBERT B. RUTH ERFORD, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mica=
rion, Behavioral Disorders of the Educationally Handicapped.

IRVING S. SATO, M.S., Lecturer in Education, Gifted:

SAMMIE KAY SKATVOLD, M.A., Lecturer, Deaf and Harcl =o
Hearing, John Tracy Clinic.

ALATHENA SMITH, Ph.D., Adjunct Assistant Professor of Edu-
cation, Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing.

STARLA C. WARBURTON, M.A., Lecturer in Education, Deaf
and Hard-of-Hearing

CAROLYN WETIVIORE VASH, Ph.D., Lecturer in Education,
Physical Handicaps.

ERNEST P. WILLENBERG, Ed.D., Lecturer in Education,
Administrator Special Education in Los Angeles City Schools, Ad-
ministration of Special Education.

EDDIE H. WILLIAMS, Ed.D., Assistant Profe of Education,
Mental Retardation, Research.

CHARLES WATTS, Ed.D., Director, Instructional Materials Center
for Special Education.
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University of Southern California
School of Education Graduate Study

in Rehabilitation Counseling

DEGREES
Master of Science in Education
Advanced Master of Education
Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy

Programs leading to
California School Counseling Credential
Master of Science in Education
Advanced Master of Education
Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy

Preparation for Employment as:
Rehabilitation Counselors
College teachers in Rehabilitation Counseling

and Counselor Education
School Counseling
Research and Administration in Rehabilitation
Consult rats in Rehabilitation

THE PROFESSION
Rehabilitation Counseling is a rapidly expanding service profes-
sion concerned with assisting handicapped individuals in their
search for vocational and social adjustment.

THE COUNSELOR
The counselor counsels with physically, mentally and socially
handicapped individuals to help them return to productive cm=
ploy He assesses their needs and problems to help them make
choices about their futures. In the process he coordinates the serv-
ices of various community agencies in planning and overseeing
a training and restoration program designed to meet this goal.
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OPPOR1 ,,Nrn ES
There is a repidly increasing need for rehabilitation counselors
in both state and private agencies. CounseiorA are serving in state
departments of rehabilitation, chronic disease hospitals, correc-
tional facilities, community rehabilitation centers and sheltered
workshops:

THE 1'ROC31(AII
The program includes: TwoTwrr sears of full-time study with spe-
eialization-in Rehabilitation Counseling leading to the degrees of
Master of Science in Education or Advanced Master of Educa.
Lion ; a program for persons currently employed in the field of
rehabilitation who wish to complete the requirements for the
Master's degree on a part-time basis ; and an Ed.D. or Ph.D. in
Rehabilitation Counselor Education with opportunities for spe-
cialization i.11 such areas as counsel i ng, counselor education,
rehabilitation pro i tins administration or rehabilitation research.

THE CURR 1 CULUM
The curriculum consists in part of courses such as the introduc-
tion to Rehabilitation; Vocational Development Theories and
Occupational information and Processes; Measurement Theories
and Procedures; Dynamics of Behavior; Medical and Socio-
Pspehological Aspects of Disability; and Counseling as a Profes-

i

Emphasis vill be placed on observation of community agencies
involved in rehabilitation and on supervised counseling and
internship in these settings.



FACULTY, DEPARTMENT OF
COUNSELOR EDUCATION

ROSEMARY CALLAHAN, M.Ed., Clinical Instructor, Rehabilitation
Counseling Program

EMU. F. CARNES, Ph.D., Professor, Counselor Education

BETTE HARR nu, Ph.D., Instructor, Counselor Education

BERT MACLEECH, Ed.D., Associate Professor,Sepcial Education

FRED A. MooRE, Ed.D., Assistant Professor, Assistant Coordinator,
Rehabilitation Counseling Program

WILLIANI OF MAN, Ph.D., Asociate Professor, Counselor Education

DIANA RI I El NSTROM, M.S., Lecturer, Medical Aspects of Rehabil:tation

DONALD R. SCHRADER, Ph.D., Asociate Professor, Coordinator,
Rehabilitation Counseling Program

IvAR THomAs, Ph.D., Adjunct Assistant Professor, Counselor
Education

MARY ELLEN ToRREz, M.A., Instructor, Rehabilitation Counseling
Program

DIANE SUNDIW, 1'11.D Instructor, Counselor Education
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UN1VER SOUTHEli, CALIFORNIA

June I

Summer Session 1972

Eleventh -1 n ,inal Series

of

Distinguished Lectures
Special Education ltnd Rehabilitation

-Special Education and the Nlinority Child

Reginald Jones, Chairman, Special Education, University of
California at Riverside

June 26- -The Emotional Consideratfons in the Teaching of
Children with Learning

Belle Dana', Diructor, Dubaoff School for Educational
`I'herapy

July HIFamous Persons who have been Handicapped:
A Critical Analysis
Harry l Raker, Forme,: Director of Special Hucation,

Detroit Public Schools

July 17-- Rehabilitation: Revolution or Regression

Dr. Semour Kolb), in Consultant, Department of
Rehabilitation (State of C;difornia)

July 24-13..ehahilitation and Poverty

Dr. Alai tin :\cker, Professor of Counselor Education, Uni .
versity of Oregon

July 31-- -velopment of Competencies

Professor of Oi(opational Theram% Univer-
sitv of Southern California

August. 7--Dynamics of Substance, Abuse and Management
Dr. Vernelle Fox,.Chief .Alcoholism Service Long

Beach ( i'eneral Hospital; Coordinator of Alcoholism Pro-
t gratn8,. LLS:C:. School of Niedicine, Research and Training

Division


